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OUR REVIEW

u DIE TORE DER WELT

TOWER, BRIDGE AND PLAGUE

DIE TORE DER WELT
DAS KARTENSPIEL

In two chapters players try to construct
buildings and to survive the Plague to complete the aim of the game, to have most victory points at the end of the second chapter. To achieve this goal, players must collect
goods which they can then change into
victory points using different events. With
clever and adroit use of the action cards and
also of the King’s Favor players decide themselves which goods they acquire.

als, Piety and Medical Knowledge are laid
out in a square; each player is given a set of
action cards in his color and also all goods
cards of a color which are laid out with 0
as the top card, the victory points card of
each player shows 10 points at the start of
the game. The event cards are separated by
Chapter, shuffled and stacked face down,
next to them the tax card is laid out. The oldest player is the first starting player.

Background:
The game is based on the novel „Die Tore
Der Welt - World without End“ by Ken Follet,
the second part of the saga on Kingsbridge
and its cathedral, and on the board game
of the same name. The cathedral is still not
finished, because the tower must be reconstructed and to make matters worse the
most important bridge in the town collapses, there is an outbreak of the Plague and
we can witness the first onsets of a new order and of new techniques in building and
healing; feudal structures are questioned
and the power of the clergy diminished.

Now each round is played as follows:
The starting player draws the top card of the
current chapter and reads it to all players. If
the card shows a brown border, it is immediately implemented, a blue card is implemented at the end of the round; for instance
“Each player can swap two Building Materials for 3 Victory Points”. Bow the starting
player places the card between the Favor
cards in an orientation that suits his purposes best; each corner of the event card now
points to a player and a Favor card; each
player gets the good so determined, and
the start player in addition gets the good to
which the Favor arrow points. If you waive
the good, you can use an action from your
own cards in order to earn victory points;

The game:
The Favor cards for Cloth, Building Materi-
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but take care, at the end of the round one
can acquire valuable victory points, too, but
this needs even more goods!
When you have played all of your action
cards, you take all of them back in hand.
When every player in turn has resolved the
blue card - if there is one - or has passed
the next round starts with the new starting
player drawing a card.
To pass is always possible, with the exception of „Bishop Henry is elected King“, in this
case player must pay regardless what.
After 12 rounds the First Chapter ends, then
each player must pay taxes; if you cannot do
so as required you pay even more steeply
with loss of victory points.
Katherina Knoll
A very well made card game, which in no way is inferior to the board
game, on the contrary, I myself like it better than the board game!

If you still have most victory points left after
paying taxes at the end of the Second Chapter, you win the game. In case of a die the
remaining goods are counted and you win
if you have more of them.
Comparison to the board game:
In the board game, players build together to
finish the tower of the cathedral and other
buildings. You use the King’s Favor and try
to be ahead of others in Medical knowledge
as well as in the acquisition of goods in order to accumulate as many victory points as
possible. You should always take good card
to have enough gold in hand as it is a scarce

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 32 and 33
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OUR REVIEW

40 Lines for Meeples

Dagmar de Cassan, Editor-in-Chief
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INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

Designer: Walter Schranz
Artist: Michael Menzel
Price: ca. 7 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2012
www.kosmos.de

2-4
AGE:

10+
TIME:

45+

EVALUATION
Card game
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:

Card game based on the board game
of the same name * Flair has been ingeniously transported * Very attractive
illustrations * Very good mechanism
Compares to:

World without End Board game, all card game
versions of board games
Other editions:
Currently none

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

My rating:

commodity and you need it to pay taxes.
Otherwise, you not only lose points but accrue penalties for the following round.
The joint construction work dominates the
game in the board game, but in the card
game the collecting of goods is dominant in
order to be able to resolve the events on the
blue event cards with the goal to acquire as
many points as possible. These cards with
revenues, events and King’s favor in blue
and brown are present both in the board
game and in the card game.
I for myself like the card game better than
the board game, but I must note that the
penalties for tax payment failure in the
board game are much steeper, as they were
in the prototype of the card game, which
I also played, and thus the game got a lot
more challenging.
But all in all Die Tore der Welt Das Kartenspiel is a very nice, good, quick game for
friends and families with older children alike
which rarely comes out boringly. To decide
and follow up one definite strategy to win is
nearly impossible but if you can command
good tactics you will win. But take card, the
favors change quickly and it can happen
very fast that a neglected Nobody suddenly
is on top!
So, with that in mind, have fun and enjoy
yourself playing one of my favorite games!

Kartherina Knoll

When summer’s in the meadows … that’s
the time when we pay attention to the
game boxes! Why? Because we give in to
the too human urge to leave our closed
environs and replace the gaming table
with a camping table or a blanket in a
meadow.
This is the time when we look for the nice
little boxes, especially those boxes which
are not boxes at all, but are tins or bags
which are especially alluring to take them
out! Many games have been and are published in a tin; they are not always easy to
stack in a games cupboard, but are ideally
for summer use and should not be overlooked when you look for summer games!
Oh, and by the way, those tins carry along
another advantage: They usually do not
contain complicated, deep games but light
nice one for a sunny summer’s day!
All the same, have fun reading this issue and
if you would like to have more information,
take a look at our database LUDORIUM at
http://www.ludorium.at. In our database
you can currently find more than 28.000
texts and more than 20.000 images.
WIN The Games Journal can now be read
as an eBook on a Kindle, too (in German
and English) and is therefore even easier
to read on modern devices. If you like
our WIN; subscribe to it: We have a PayPal account so that payment of 6 € for a
1 Year Subscription is easy and safe, see
http://www.gamesjournal.at.
The printed edition of our Games Compendium GAME BY GAME 2012 is only
available in a limited number, if you
want to acquire a copy look for details at
http://www.gamescompanion.at. 
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OUR REVIEW

u WELCOME TO WALNUT GROVE

PIONEER IN THE FAR WEST

WELCOME TO WALNUT GROVE
WHO WILL BE THE MOST PROSPEROUS?

Do you remember the American TV series
“A factory in the prairie”? Well, it seems that
Welcome to Walnut Grove was inspired by
that novel and is of course about farming
in the Far West, with frequent visits to the
nearby village in search of resources and/
or workers, and perhaps a brief stop to Joe’s
Saloon for a beer! The graphics are reminiscent of Agricola and/or Ora et Labora as the
artist is the same.
This is a simple game for the whole family,
but not a “stupid” one: it may considered a
“light” mix of Agricola and Carcassonne (by
placing tiles in a puzzling way and using
workers for any sort of job) and you should
program well your hard job and take care
of your workers if you wish to harvest your
fields, bring goods to the local store, and so
on.
Opening the box you will not be surprised
to find cardboard tiles, wooden cubes,
coins and various markers and pawns: the
tiles (“Carcassonne” style) immediately suggest the idea of connecting them in order
to get large fields, but some strange colored
squares printed on them let you initially
doubt. Following the set-up instructions
cut your big “terrain” tiles and store them in
a large white bag, while a smaller bag wait
for the coins. Some big round tiles (the Year
Discs) will surely rise your curiosity too, so
you will quickly look at the rules and start
the first game.
Each player gets a small board on which are
printed a factory, some “conestoga” carts
(one for each of your future workers), five
different “fields” (green for cattle, blue for
fishing and water, yellow for crops, brown
for wood and grey for rocks), a small hut
and some further emplacements to be filled
with finished product to sell and/or special
tiles to acquire.
The main board shows a small Far West
style village with some buildings (Town
Hall, Church, Saloon, Post Office and different Stores): players’ Farmers will turn around
the central plaza passing in front of each
building and deciding which one to use.
Of course each building offer something
(goods, new workers, building materials
for new huts and barns, improvement tiles,
etc.) and you should try to get what you
need before the opponents. The players
move clockwise their Farmers any number
of spaces, but they must pay 1 coin every
time that they pass in front of the Church
or the Town Hall. The first Farmer to move
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will be the most far away from the Town
Hall: please note that sometimes being the
first to move is vital if you absolutely need
to purchase something in town or if you
need to sell goods to gain some coins. So
you need to pay high attention when you
program your Farmer’s move.
The “strange” circular Year Tiles are placed in
the middle of the plaza and are used to indicate the flow of the time (turns):
- In Springtime you randomly pick up terrain tiles from the large bag and place them
in your farm: the Season Disk tells you how
many tile you may draw and how many you
may keep and use.
- In Summertime you send your workers in
the fields to harvest the related resources
(yellow cubes for grain, blue for fish, white
for dairy products, brown for wood and
grey for minerals) and you put them in the
“squares” printed in the Terrain tiles or, if
available, in the space inside the barns): the
Season disc also tell you if there are any bonus cubes for that turn.
- In Autumn you go to the Village and try to
sell your goods, to hire new workers or to
buy building materials to install new barns
and/or huts in your farm or to purchase
some special tiles that will grant extra VP at
the game’s end.
- Finally when Winter comes you have to
feed your workers (you need a good of the
same color of the worker, white, blue or
yellow) and keep them “warm” inside their
“conestoga” (you need some wood for the
fireside). Workers inside new huts do not
need fire. The Season Disc will tell you if you
must pay extra food or extra wood for your
workers.
If you are unable to pay the necessary
goods, wood or taxes (coins in town) you
are forced to take a “Penalty Tile”: this will
allow you to bypass the payment but you
need to discard 3 goods, taken from your
reserve or your fields, in order to get rid of
the Penalty. If you are unable to discard it
you will lose -2 VP per Penalty at the game’s
end.
Once that all the above phases are finished
the Season Disc is discarded and the following one is shown, starting the whole
process again: at the end of the 8th turn the
game is over and the player with most Victory Points (VP) is the winner.

- First you must decide which Terrain tile
to place and where. Each tile may be combined with 2 or 3 different terrain (you do
not need to match all the tile’s sides with the
adjacent terrain, as in Carcassonne, if at least
one side is coupled with the same color).
But it is very important to decide how you
place a new tile as they cannot be moved
anymore and they have of course a great
influence in the following turns. In other
words you have to program the action that
you wish to do in Autumn at the village, in
Pietro Cremona
A simple game on agricultural life in the far West

order to decide which goods must be produced and therefore which tile should be
selected. If, for example, you want to build
a HUT you have to pay a visit to Johansen’s
Mill (paying 1 brown and 1 white cube) or
to the Carpenter (1 grey and 1 blue cube); if
you need a new worker you may find them
at the Hotel (2 blue cubes) or at the Dakota
Lodge (2 yellow cubes) or at the Saloon (just
1 white cube but … mmm … it seems very
strange that the workers at the saloon need
milk to be hired …).
- Then you have to send your workers to
the right fields: harvesting is possible ONLY
in fields where a worker has been placed
and each field produces as many goods as
there are connected tiles of that type. For
example, if you send a worker to a yellow
field composed of three tiles you will get 3
yellow cubes that you have to place on 3 different squares. If you do not have enough
free squares in that field you may store the
extra good in a free space inside a barn (you
start the game with 1 available barn that
gives you up to 4 store positions, but during

You have some important decisions to take
during each turn:

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 32 and 33
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WELCOME TO WALNUT GROVE / GABIS t

It is difficult to find the “right” winning strategy in this game, because a lot depends on
the Terrain tiles that you draw in the first 2-3
turns; they will determine your actions and
therefore you have to cope with your possibilities: anyway it is always suggested to try
to get at least one extra barn (to save some
more goods) and a hut (to protect one
worker by the cold winters of the last turns).
Then you may hire one or maybe two extra
workers if you have enough fields of their
color (remember: at the turn’s end you have
to pay a cube for each worker, same color
of the worker itself) and enough wood for
winter. At the end of turn 5 you have to
decide which special tiles to buy in order
to get some extra VP at the game’s end and
if you wish to get money selling your good
(coins are randomly drawn from the small
bag and may give you 0, 1 or 2 VP).

www.gamesjournal.at

In the last 2-3 turns is common to move
your pawn in town not only to purchase important items, but also to occupy buildings
just to avoid that they may be used by your
opponents: for example it is very nasty to
occupy the last store just before a tax cases
(Church or Town Hall) if the following player
does not have any coin: he will be obliged
to bypass the tax case and, because he does
not have any money, he will be forced to
take a penalty tile (-2 VP at the end) and thus
spend useful goods.

GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS
STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can
help you to find the game that best suits your tastes. The
color accompanying each game title represents the USER
Group. The headline also contains icons for age and number
of players.
The BAR in the evaluation box displays color codes for up to
10 features of a game.
USER GROUP
We have defined 4 target groups (color accompanying the
head line)

Between experienced players a game of
Walnut Grove will last 40-50 minutes and it
will be very funny and interactive if everybody “fights” the others in town to cut the
opponents from the needed sales. All in all
an excellent “starter” for a gaming evening.

Children:
Games for children an educational games. Adults can play
in a guiding function.
Families:
Children and parents play together, all have the same
chance to win and have fun.
Friends:
Young people and adults play together as equals
Experts:
Games with special demands on rules and playing time.
Especially for game geeks

In family also the younger children (6-7
years and on) will be very happy to beat
Daddy or Mummy (especially if they will
help them a little with suggestions at the
right moment) because the mechanics are
really very intuitive (placement of Terrain
tiles, placement of the workers, business in
town).

Please note for the user groups Children, Family and
Friends: Children who love to play can be ahead of their
peers! Please note that our target group “families” does not
imply the classical concept of „family games“! Furthermore,
our user groups can overlap. The choice of suitable games
always depends on your playing partners and your fun
with games!
Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 players or Large groups of players are marked with an icon.

So I suggest this game to everybody. 
Pietro Cremona

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

1-4

Designer: T. Tahkokallio, P. Laane
Artist: Klemens Franz
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Lookout Games 2012
www.lookout-games.de

AGE:

10+
TIME:

60+

EVALUATION
Resources management
For families
Version : multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:

Intuitive mechanisms * Good for experienced players, too * No fixed winning
strategy * Pretty components
Compares to:

Part Agricola, part Carcassonne
Other editions:
Currently none

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

My rating:

the game you may buy up to another two
extra barns for another 2+2 positions). It
is always possible to move goods from the
fields to the barn, if you wish. It is also possible to substitute existing goods in a barn
with different ones from a new harvest.
- As we have noted before, in the village you
may move your Farmer as many cases as
you wish, but anytime that you pass in front
of the Church or the Town Hall you must
pay 1 COIN (to help poor people and for
taxes, I suppose!). You get 2 “copper” coins
at the beginning (placed in the barn) and
you may get extra coins selling your goods
in the village. Coins are of three types: copper, silver and gold (but this is kept secret to
the opponents that may only see the frontal
side, that is the same for all the coins). Silver
and Gold coins have a number on the back,
used as bonus VP at the game’s end.
- The first Farmer to move is always the furthest away from the Town Hall: as most of
the buildings accept only one pawn you
need to program also your position inside
the track in order to be certain to arrive first
at the necessary building, otherwise you
risk to lose the opportunity to make an action in that turn that could be very important for your strategy.
- Some special tiles are also available in
town: they have an high cost (3 grey + 1
colored goods) but they give you extra VP
at the game’s end based on what you did in
your farm. For example one tile gives you 1
VP extra for each Barn and/or Hut that you
own; another one gives you 1 VP extra for
each good that you have in stock inside
your barns, etc.
- Purchasing Barns will help you towards the
end of the game, when the fields are larger
and harvesting becomes interesting, while
Huts will help you in keeping “warm” your
workers in winter (they do not need wood
for heating).

OUR REVIEW

FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a
player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player.
We have listed 10 features players note when deciding
on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in
a game he will enjoy the game. The color code marks the
dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted
preference.
Empty boxes: This feature is neclectable or not present
One colored box: This feature is present, but not essential
Two colored boxes: This feature is present and important
in the game
Three colored boxes: This feature is dominant and essential
Chance:
The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of
random generator
Tactics:
Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on
one move
Strategy:
Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several
moves
Creativity:
The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other
creative efforts
Knowledge:
Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory
Memory:
Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory
Communication:
Talk to each other, negotiate, inform
Interaction:
Influencing each other, bluffing, auction
Dexterity
Motor skills
Action:
Body movement, balance and reaction
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Version: The edition of the game on which the review is
based
Rules: This lists the languages in which rules are available or
are included in the game, often even more translations can
be found on the web.
In-game text: A YES marks a game with languagedependent components that cannot be played without
translation or knowledge of the language. 
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u MIL

LOVE, INTRIGUE AND HEROIC KNIGHTS

MIL

CONQUER, BOOST MILITARY FORCES, MARRY OFF DAUGHTERS

It is the Year of our Lord 1049! Infinite spaces
are populated by Knights, Lords, Soldiers
and Vassals. Young squires grow up and
turn into knights, age and die. Their descendants take over their places and in their turn
increase their worldly goods. But those are
hard times, too: Disputes result in changes
of ownership; knights are lured away by
other feudal lords. And besides all that you
must not forget to reckon with the power
of the clergy. This is the scene in which MIL
has been set. If you now suppose that MIL
is another game of conquest you suppose
wrong. The game is primarily an economics game, the conflict element, on the other
hand, cannot be neglectedThe name of the game has been made up
from the Roman numbers for 1000 (M), 1 (I)
and 50 (L); the correct way to write 1049 in
Roman numbers would be MXLIX, but has
been shortened to make the name pronounceable, MXLIX does seem to be an
ideal name for a game.
Already during Spiel 11 at Essen I had the
opportunity to try out MIL. The opinions in
our group after the game varied considerably. The game features very copious and
details rules and was not ideally suited to be
played in the hustle and bustle of the Fair.
Therefore it is probably also only well-suited
to experienced players. I was attracted by
the topic and was able to acquire one of the
last three games at the end of the Fair.
MIL comes with a set of rules in both English
and also in Spanish and offers quite a lot of
game components. You place the board in
the middle of the table: On the one hand,
each player has his own area for women
and privileges on this board, and on the
other hand the board enables players to
place knights on sic different so called Power Spheres, which represents the Worker
Placement element of the game. The board
also features a Victory Points Track, as victory points mostly are acquired and marked
in the course of the game. And, last but not
least, there is the rounds Marker, because
MIL comprises exactly five rounds.
Each player represents a Noble Family and
commands up to four knights of his own.
The knights live on the lands of the player,
which are represented by a player board
in front of each player. At the start of the
game each player directs 2 knights, who are
marked by a tile which is deposited on the
player board and by a cardboard marker on
the game board. Each knight commands
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his own area on the player board, where he
can create up to two areas and construct a
castle. A knight can also hire soldiers which
settle on his stretch of land. Soldiers, by the
way, are represented by black plastic Carcassonne meeples.
In the course of the game players acquire
little cubes in five different colors which are
kept out of sight from other players behind
a screen. Those cubes are used for payment,
for several different auction actions, or for
donations. Blue, black, green and yellow
cubes correspond to resources, while the
red cubes either represent influence or …
women! A double use that introduces flair
and makes sense, actually! What the red
cubes represent depends on their location:
Behind the screen of a player they represent influence; on the board they represent
women. Each player starts the game with
two cubes of each color behind his screen.
Those cubes, by the way, are plastic ones,
too.
The areas for the knights can be acquired
on the board, in the shape of land tiles with
cubes pictured on them; those cube images
correspond to the revenues given by the
tiles. Depending on the number of players
a different number of land tiles come into
play. When all tiles from the board have
been acquired all that is possible is to conquer tiles already acquired by other players.
The two different sides of a tile usually yield
different revenues, too.
Let’s start the first round now: The starting player is always marked with a special
token, which can be acquired from the
Power Spheres. A change of starting player
for each single round is possible. From the
starting player on you play in clockwise direction. In each round five phases are completed, in two of those phases players have
more than one turn.
Each round starts with the Action Phase:
In this first Phase each player can choose
from five different actions, but, once the
Action Placement of a Knight has been
chosen, the choice is reduced to two actions. You choose an action, resolve it with
one of your knights, and play passes to the
player on your left-hand side. This is continued until one of several possible conditions
happens. Very important features of the Actions Phase are the Time Tokens. Most of the
Power Spheres only have a limited number
of spaces, which are filled at the start of the

round with time tokens. Those time tokens
have a black side and a white side. At the
the start of the action phase they are all
white; when there are only black tokens on
the Power Spheres the Action Phase ends.
Some of the available actions demand that
the knight takes a Time Token from a Power
Sphere of his choice and deposits it with
himself. This makes the knight age. When a
knight takes his fourth Time Token he dies.
Due to this aging process it is of utmost
importance that a player, at the start of an
action, names the knight who will be resolving the action.
Let’s now take a look at the individual actions:
• Harvest: A knight can harvest goods cubes
Bernhard Czermak
If you have been willing to spend the time to get familiar
with the copious rules, has decided on a game which
combines game mechanisms of worker placement, auction
and conquest games and is also well suited to a game for
two players.

from the visible side of one of his land tiles
according to the number and kind of cubes
pictured there; the land tile is then turned
over to the other side. For this action a
knight must take a time token.
• Recruit a Soldier: A knight can recruit a soldier which he then places on his land tiles.
The player pays the cost for the soldier from
his store of cubes. Each Soldier has the combat/defense strength of 3. This action, too,
forces the knight to take a Time Token.
• Family expansion: You roll a special die
and the result determines the addition to
your family: The result either is take a Time
Token or add a woman to your area on the
board or, best possible result, get a descendant for your knight. When the result is not
a descendant you can roll again, but you
must resolve each dice result before rolling
again. To mark descendants, each knight tile
on the player board has two different sides
- one without a descendant and one with
a descendant. If your knight already has a
descendant, you can place a new knight
on your board, provided that you have not
yet reached the maximum of four knights.
When an existing knight is given a descendant this descendant is married instantly.
For this wedding an auction round is played
in which each player offers a dowry and
marriage into his family, resulting in two victory points for this player. There is no need to
go into the detailed rules for this event here.
What is important, that a knight has a descendant, because that is a deciding factor
in the time after his death: All of the knight’s

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 32 and 33
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MIL t

assets/property are simply passed to his
descendant; the knight tile is simply turned
over again to the side without descendant.
If there is no descendant this means a loss of
four victory points for the player and even
the loss of the knight tile when he does not
own land, castle or soldiers.
• Place a knight on a Power Sphere: You take
the card board marker of your own chosen
knight from your player board and put it on
a free spot on a Power Sphere. A spot holding a Time Token is considered to be free,
but invokes costs for placing a knight there.
The choice of this action has a very decisive
influence on the choice of actions available
to the player for the rest of the round: He
can no longer harvest, recruit or expand
his family. This goes for all of his knights.
Furthermore, when placing a knight on the
Power Sphere it is important to consider
the choice of knight and his position there.
The position is important for resolving the
bonus in the Political Phase and the choice
of knight when owner ship of a knight is important in resolving the Power Sphere.
• Pass: When a player passes he turns a Time
Token on a Power Sphere to its black side
or places a black Time Token from general
stock on a free spot on one of the Power
Spheres in order to speed up the end of the
Actions Phase.

www.gamesjournal.at

The Actions Phase is followed by the Tributes Phase. Each land tile also shows the
income from the Tributes Phase. Players receive all those revenues from their knights.
Knights which have become vassals of another player (the lord) in a previous Power
Sphere Phase provide additional fixed
revenues to the Lord. Then all land tiles are
turned over.
In the next two phases following tributes
the Power Spheres are resolved: The Political Phase is resolved in order to determine
for each Power Phase the player who will be
receive the bonus. This player is determined
via majority scoring and the bonus is given
out in the guise of victory points, gold, influence or bonus characters - Arch Bishop,
Starting Player and King’s Soldiers. This Political Phase is then followed by the Power
Spheres Phase itself with resolving and scoring each individual Power Sphere.
With the help of the six Power Spheres players can, among other things, provide their
knights with land(In the War Power Sphere
by conquering land without an owner or
owned by another player (knight)) and
castles (in the Market Power Sphere due to
auctions) or enrich their Noble family with
privileges or influence (in the Court Power
Sphere). The Power Spheres on the board
are scored one by one: Of course you can as

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

OUR REVIEW

an alternative use the market to trade materials of your own for other materials (goods).
Women on the board are featured in two of
the Power Spheres: The Monastery, where
you can dispatch women back into the general stock, and Curia, where women can be
transformed into influence. Women are of
very special importance in the game: In the
course of the game they offer advantages,
as a knight, who wants to conquer land
owned by another knight, must first discard
an amount of influence equal to the number of women that are owned by the knight
whose land one wants to conquer. At the
end of the game, on the other hand, each
woman causes the loss of two or three victory points. Besides the reduction of female
elements in the power Spheres women can
be married (as a consequence of the action
“Family expansion” in the Actions Phase)
and so made to leave one’s family tree.
To conquer a land tile of another player in
the War Power Sphere is coupled to a bidding mechanism. Each knight has an attack
value based on his soldiers and a defense
value based on soldiers, castle and land.
Those values can now be raised by both
players involved by covert placement of
influence (red cubes) or comestibles (green
cubes). When the attacker in this way has
achieved a higher value than the defender,
he conquers the land tile and can hand it
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over to one of his knights.
Independent from the way it was acquired
(directly or from a previous owner) each
land tile is worth four victory points, which
are taken from the player who lost a combat for the land when the land was won by
conquest.
Should one of the knights involved be a vassal the Lord can decide if he wants to participate in the battle by bidding influence or
comestibles.
Vassals are one of the singular features of
this game. With the help of the Court Power
Sphere you can acquire a knight for a vassal. In order to do this, as a prerequisite, the
number of soldiers owned by the knight,
who starts this acquisition and is situated
on the Power Sphere, must be bigger than
all property of the knight - castle, soldiers
and land -who is targeted for a vassal. If
this prerequisite is established another
auction mechanism is involved: First, the
potential vassal offers gold (yellow cubes)
and influence to the knight wanting to recruit him; the recruiting knight can accept
and the take-over try ends. This earns two
victory points for the passive player. When
the active player refuses the offer, he must
enhance the bid of the passive player or
give him land. Both alternatives count for a
successful try of recruiting and the knight of
the passive player is turned vassal. The deciding element in this for the game is not so
much the vassalage itself but the hand-out
of victory points: For each land owned by
the vassal the lord earns four victory points
and another two victory points for the successful try.
Another important element to receive victory points is the Curia Power Sphere. Before Curia is resolved each player is urged to
make donations to the clergy in the guise of
gold. This is the time for yet another covert
simultaneous bidding. The player offering
most gold is awarded six victory points. All
other players can decide if they take back
their gold or donate it all the same, which
earns them 6 victory points minus the difference in the offers.
At long last, the last Power Sphere, Crusade
which is important for the final phase of the
round. In this phase the knight goes on a
crusade and is safe from hard winters.
In the last phase, the Winter Phase, the dice
decides if it will be a hard winter. One player
rolls the die, the result applies to all players. When the die shows a snow flake, the
winter is hard one and all knights who do
not own land or castle, die according to the
rules unless they are on a crusade. Then the
king rewards all players with a privilege if
they contribute to the defense of his king-
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dom. Privileges are individual tiles for each
player and can be used several times for
payment instead of gold.
In all five rounds you play all phases, followed by a final scoring after Round Five.
In this final scoring majorities decide on the
acquisition of up to 2 victory points. Influence, gold and privileges as well as the sum
of blue and black cubes are scored in this
way. And finally, each player loses two victory points for each woman; should you be
the player with most women you even lose
three points for each of your women.
MIL is a game which is targeted primarily to
expert players. The rules are incredibly rich
in details, and it is even necessary to carefully read the notes added in some places,
because they contain not only additional information, but also rules! You could come to
the conclusion when reading the rules that
the designer has packed all rules variants
that occurred to him into this game. Even
identical mechanisms get their own special
shape when used in different places in the
game, for instance the auction mechanism.
The player aid which is given to each player,
is of some help, but does only cover part of
the complete set of rules, as does this review! Other confusing aspects are the different roles of a player; some of the rules are
valid for the player, then only for one of his
knights and yet some others are only meant
to be used for a vassal of for a vassal’s Lord.
All this might sound somewhat derogative
now, but if it does not frighten you off you
will be rewarded with an interesting game!
I want to put special emphasis on the game
elements of Time and Vassalage. The transience of life demands also to take into account that your knights will die, even if this
demise can be accurately planned as you do
not receive Time Tokens randomly and as it is
clear from the start that taking four Time Tokens means the death of the knight. Vassalage on the other hand enables you to have
a very interactive game. The victory points
which can be acquired from that are of great
importance. And the nice thing about this is,
that you only marginally damage the player
in his property and his actions, with the exception that a vassal cannot attack his Lord.
Vassals only bring additional income, but no
loss for the owner of the vassal. Conquest
of lands is an entirely different story; one
player’s gain is another player’s loss. Due to
the plethora of choices you are not forces
to use all of those elements, but our games
have shown that the scoring markers only
advance slowly and steadily with few deviations when those choices are not used.

Spheres is an important factor, too. When
do I start on this? Is there a danger that the
Actions Phase ends and I could not place all
knights onto the Power Spheres? Should
I put my knights on free spots or pay for a
good position? Is it an advantage for me to
shorten the Actions Phase?
As regards to the flow of the game MIL is
not very variable: First you try to upgrade
your knights in order to then place them as
best as one can on the Power Spheres. This
is not the allure of the game. This comes
from the intensive cross-linking of events
which makes each game challenging and
different. Each action you take has several
consequences and you must always consider carefully what would be the optimum decision. And: Different sequences com from
interactive actions. An additional variation
possibility comes from the choice of land
tiles in the set-up of the game. They can be
chosen to your liking.
All in all MIL is enrichment for each game
collection, but it takes a few games to really
fathom all the possibilities inherent in the
game. Once you have mastered the rules,
you will look forward to another game of
MIL. 
Bernhard Czermak

INFORMATION
Designer: Firmino Martinez
Artist: Pedro Soto
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Homoludicus 2011
www.homoludicus.org

PLAYERS:

2-5
AGE:

12+
TIME:

150+

EVALUATION
Worker placement, conquest
For experts
Version: multi
Rules: en es fr
In-game text: no
Comments:

Copious Components * Development
game with conflict elements * Very
complex rules * Minimum playing time
of 150 min * High level of interaction
Compares to:

Blood Royal and Village for spanning generations or taking death of characters/pawns into
account
Other editions:
Iello, France

Not only vassalage turns MIL into an interactive game. The occupation of the Power

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 32 and 33

My rating:
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SIBERIA t

MINING BENEATH THE ICE

SIBERIA

SELL RESOURCES WITH A PROFIT

Siberia, an inconspicuous box, light blue,
featuring a pipeline and a man in winter
cloths in the snow on its cover. Classically
beautiful, but inconspicuous! But the game
that’s hiding in this box is a real gem. The
rules are rather simple and allow a lot of different tactics, and the element of luck also is
given its due. But, for the moment, enough
of eulogies, let’s take a look at the facts.
I would classify Siberia as a simple economics game for the whole family. You try to
collect as many resources as possible with
your workers and then you try to sell those
resources for the highest possible profit at
one of the stock exchanges. For this you
must of course take cards to place your sales
man at the right stock exchange , because
otherwise it might happen that you must
sell diamonds for 2000 Rubles, which another player was able to sell for 6000 Rubles
per unit.
Which actions you really can resolve is for
the biggest part decided by chance. Each
of the players draws six action tiles from a
bag at the start of the game, which all then
must place simultaneously on their own
player boards. For this placement there are
several possibilities: With the exception of
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the manager tile, which functions as a joker, each action tile shows two halves. One
half shows one of the five resources, the
other half one of the four other characters
in the game. You can always decide if you
want to place the tile into the corresponding resources column or into the character
column. If you cannot or do not want to
place the tile in any of the corresponding
columns you must place it into the research
area in order to put new resources onto the
board. In the research area each tile counts
for the resource that is pictured on the tile
(the manager tile stands for any resource of
your choice. Such resources must be placed
by all players at the start of each turn onto
any part of the board where this resource is
not yet present. This is followed by the rest
of the actions. For each area in which you
have two action tiles you may resolve the
corresponding action and must then discard the tiles. This is continued in turn until
all players have passed. For the resources action each of your own workers on the board
can mine the corresponding resource in his
area, which is immediately sold at a stock
exchange you occupy.
For the character actions each character features a special ability:

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

OUR REVIEW

The manager, for instance, can support one
of his workers. One of the two manager tiles
is put back into the bag, and the other one
can be put in any area.
The Logistician allows you to move workers which are already in Siberia by a total
of three steps, distributed among workers
anyway you like.
The salesman enables you to place a pawn
as a salesman at one of the stock exchanges
or to relocate a pawn there to another stock
exchange.
The Worker introduces a new pawn to Siberia, the pawn is placed on Vladivostok.
Christoph Vavru
A real gem for the whole family due to balanced relations
of tactics and luck!

And finally, the most important one, the
Investor: He enables you to take one of the
four openly displayed investment tiles and
to place it on a free spot in the corresponding column of your player board. Those tiles
are considered to be action tiles, but stay in
place till the end of the game and so reduce
the number of action tiles you need to resolve an action.
A few more rules:
Each area from where the last resource is removed, is considered to be exhausted and
is closed. This means, all workers in this area
are returned to their employers and the
area is marked with an exhaustion counter.
Should a player be out of pawns in his stock
he can remove any pawn of his choice from
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the board when he wants to place a pawn.
The game ends when either all eight exhaustion markers have been placed on
closed areas or when three of the five supplement areas for resources are exhausted.
In both cases the current round of the game
is continued till its end.
Siberia is a very beautiful and thrilling game,
albeit demanding a bit of attention from all
players, as otherwise errors might easily
happen when you replenish resources on
the board, and you suddenly end up with
two units of the same resource in one area.
But this problem has a rather easy solution,
you simply put back one of the resources
into stock.
A bit more complicated is the correction of
another error that might happen, that you
put resources back into stock when they
have been sold instead of removing them
from the game, because this might result in
a rather long game!
Setting aside those small handling traps, Siberia is a very clear and easily learned game.
As it should be the case for a good family
game the ratio of luck versus tactics is very
well balanced. 
Christoph Vavru

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

2-4

Designer: Reiner Stockhausen
Artist: Klemens Franz
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: dlp games 2011
www.dlp-games.de

AGE:

10+
TIME:

60+

EVALUATION
Economics game
For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:

Simple rules * Lots of tactical options *
Care needed when adjusting the board
components
Compares to:

Other games on demand and supply
including price adaptions

My rating:

Other editions:
Currently none
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THE NEXT RIDE GOES BACKWARDS

CONEY ISLAND
HOW TO SET UP AN AMUSEMENT PARK

When I learned that the topic of Michael
Schacht’s new game would be the very
famous amusement park „Coney Island“ I
pulled all strings that I could to be assigned
to the review as I seem to be predestined for
this review as I am a declared fan of amusement parks.
The beautiful design of the components
absolutely creates a bit amusement park
flair - albeit only when you have very sharp
eyesight because the detailed drawings are
unfortunately only tiny ones on rather small
tiles - and thus piles on the pressure to get
the first game going.
Showmen enter the stage
They do so literally. Because in Coney Island
the aim of the game is not to have fun on
the many rides and attraction, on the contrary, because at the start of the game we
are confronted with a virgin board of the
park and only in the course of the game
showmen are appearing on the board, who
later in the game must give way to bigger
attractions like Roller Coaster, Scooter, Wild
Water Slides or Swing boats. When all is said
and done we face a pure setting-up game.
Players are embodying several families of
Fairground Exhibitors, which at the start of
the game are dwelling in their caravans on
a personal deposit board before you can
use them in the action phase representing
balloon vendors or fakirs. But at the very
start there is a bit of income, because in order to construct an attractive amusement
park you need quite a lot of money. A bit of
money is given out at the start of the round;
the actual amount can be gleaned from the
spots on caravans which are currently free.
The more showmen you have out in the
Fairground, the higher your income will be.
But aim of the game is not to be the richest player but to make the biggest noise, to
cause a stir, because this earns you Attraction Points, which will earn us victory at the
end of the game. In the income phase players therefore not only receive money, but
also a certain amount of Attraction Points
as well as the equally important Building
Material Cubes, without which you can’t
do much, because besides money the construction of attractions, of course, needs
some building materials.
All good things come in threes
At the heart of each round in the game is
the action phase, in which you can resolve

10

up to three Main Actions (we will come
back later to the up to five possible Minor
Actions). Courtesy of the publisher these actions - together with nearly everything else
that has any relevance to the game - is printed on the showmen boards and harmonically integrated into the overall impression.
You can see that someone has taken pains
over this.
If you have the money for it you take a BuildStefan Olschewski
A perfect construct from mechanisms, a typical Schacht
game in which the colorful topic, despite the painstaking
details, comes across as forced.

ing Site tile from the stack and place it on
the park board. Only on those building lots
attractions can be set up later. Expansive
tiles already yield a bonus when placing
them, which might be Attraction Points,
randomly drawn Building Materials (they
come in red or white) or the permission to
resolve one action twice in this round.
Action number two finally gets our Showman tiles into play, of course only when you
hand in the respective Building Materials,
and, at least, the third action can get you
lots of Attraction Points, because this action
introduces the Grand Attractions, which
can cover up to four Building Sites. Setting
Grand Attractions up, accordingly, can cost
up to five Building Materials. If you take
into account that it is not allowed to hoard
money or Building Materials and that you
can never own more than five of them, this
is a horrendous cost!
But, as a reward, they yield quite a lot of Attractions Points. But you may only set up
those Grand Attractions in a location where
there Showmen tiles are already placed - all
showmen involved earn a share of the Attraction Points for their owners, too. Then
those tiles covered by the Grand Attraction
go back to their caravan on the player board
- resulting in the disadvantage of lower income in the next round.
Small favors
As if all this would not offer enough possibilities to acquire Building Materials and the
coveted victory … sorry: Attraction Points,
you can accrue favors from some illustrious personages, of course only when discreetly offering two bundles of money - it
might be a Promoter, a Patron or a Migrant
Worker, and yes, you can even acquire the

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 32 and 33
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favor of the Police. And those favors are well
needed, because as the Building Materials
are drawn randomly in the income phase
and because someone like me always has
the bad luck to draw the wrong kind of materials for the building I planned out of the
bag, it is nice to alleviate the results of such
misfortune with the help of those Minor Actions, which let you swap Building Materials, acquire additional Building Materials for
money or for discarding Attraction Points or
let you do an action twice. And do not underestimate the Journalist, who hands out
newspaper tiles, which each generates up
to three additional Attraction Points at the
end of the game.
But those favors are only at our disposal for
the time we own the corresponding character tiles. And this time can be cut short
quickly, because when another player puts
two bundles of money on the table, each
of the characters, symbolizing those Minor
Actions mentioned earlier in this review,
unceremoniously goes directly to the op-

ponent’s display.
All this is harmoniously put together and
as soon as you have a clear overview over
the different possibilities you can juggle the
action options wonderfully (to stay with the
showman vocabulary). The absolute and
failsafe winning strategy does not exist, simply because the color of Building Materials
you draw usually is absolutely random-governed and because you always are in each
other’s way on the par board and because
the actions of your fellow players are quite
unpredictable. At some point or other in the
game it might even be necessary to cooperate, because the construction of some of
the Grand Attractions demands the presence of several of the Showman families. To
plan and build in solitary splendor is therefore ruled out from the start.
Where is all the flair?
When then - after considerably more than
an hour - one of the Showmen has accumulated at least 60 Attraction Points or when

OUR REVIEW

the stack of newspaper tiles has been emptied or when all Building Site tiles have been
placed or when only one kind of Grand Attraction projects is left - yes, there are four
different conditions for ending the game,
and only one of those four needs to be
implemented, so keep your eyes peeled for
all of them - an ambiguous feeling remains.
The mechanics work, as we are used to in
games by Michael Schacht, harmoniously
together, are perfectly balanced and work
very well. But all in all the game gives off
a somewhat brainy feeling. Too tiny are
the tiles, to abstract the optimization task
as that the Fairground flair I hoped for at
the start could materialize. I could as well
have been constructing a city or a garden
in India. In the end, the topic is totally interchangeable. And that is a pity, because
what Schacht produced with Coney Island
has its allure all the same.
As a declared fan of Amusement Parks for
me the resume is that in future I will try to
get some information before I am overwhelmed by the topic and enter into the
game with too high expectations. Maybe I
will simply get into the car and go to a real
Amusement Park, which would have the
big advantage of not having first to set it up
laboriously. 
Stefan Olschewski

INFORMATION
Designer: Michael Schacht
Artist: Dennis Lohausen
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Argentum Verlag 2011
www.argentum-verlag.de

PLAYERS:

2-4
AGE:

10+
TIME:

60+

EVALUATION
Tactical setting-up game
For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:

Enchanting components * Nicely
composed mix of mechanisms * Rather
abstract, with little real flair
Compares to:

Coloretto, Zooloretto

My rating:

Other editions:
White Goblin Games, Netherlands
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u AB IN DIE TONNE / ACHTERBAHN

AB IN DIE TONNE
CRASH YOUR GARBAGE!
Garbage and garbage cans - now
and again this topic appears in
games and Corné van Moorsel has picked up this topic the
game celebrating the 15-years
jubilee of his company Cwali.
Five garbage cans, that is, simple
angled areas, are put up and
each player receives 15 different
pieces of garbage in multiple
shapes and sizes. Then you play

5

three rounds:
In Round One one of the players
as starting player chooses one
of his garbage pieces, the others
take the same piece, and all put
it into their can, that is, place it on
top of the green line on the your
can and let it slide down. When
all parts have been entered, you
note the score: The value of the
topmost numbered line that is

ACHTERBAHN
FOUR MARBLES HOME! WON!
A new series called Jumbo Fun
presents itself in real Jumbo-size
dimensions: in a very big box you
find the parts of a roller coaster
track which are fixed onto a flat
board which holds the starting
areas and the “decider”. Each
player chooses a color and places
his marbles into his starting area;
for each color there is a starting
point on one of the roller coaster

12

5

rings; for green on the orange
ring, for orange on the yellow,
for yellow on the purple and for
purple on the green ring.
You roll the die in turn: With a six
you place your first marble onto
the starting point, roll again and
move the marble forward accordingly. If you roll more Sixes
you can either introduce a new
marble into the game or move
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touched by a piece of garbage
in the can.
In Round Two you play according
to the same rules, but you try to
cover the pieces of chewing gum,
visible in the can, with your garbage. When all garbage pieces
are entered you note the value
of the topmost touched line and
add two points for each chewing
gum that is still visible in the can.
In Round Three you play is in
Rounds One and Two, but this
time you try to leave the chewing gums visible. At the end of
the round you note as usual the
value of the topmost touched
line and can deduct 2 points for
each chewing gum still visible.
When you then have the lowest
score you have crashed your garbage most satisfactorily and won.
Fill areas, fill spaces, this a game
concept well known to all and
sundry since Tetris; here it has
been wittily re-implemented
with garbage pieces; you must
think carefully how to place your
writing lamp or the four-ended
wind wheel or the piece of waterpiping. 

INFORMATION

a marble on the track; then you
can always roll again. If you have
no marble in the track you have
two rolls to achieve a Six. When
you arrive at a spot holding an
opponent’s marble you “defeat”
this marble and drop into the
sliding track; the marble rolls into
the “big decider” and - depending on the result - is placed into
the corresponding starting area,
goes directly into the finish area
or must be placed on the starting
point on the track. The finish area
spots must be reached with an
exact roll result. If you are first to
have all for marbles in your finish
area you win.
If you are reminded of Mensch
ärgere Dich nicht / Ludo / Pachisi
you are absolutely correct; this
standard mechanism has been
varied in Achterbahn very attractively and nicely and with some
action; the additional chance element of the„de3cider“ area adds
more tension - will the opposing
marble I just kicked out end up in
the finish area? 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 32 and 33

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

5+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Corné van Moorsel
Artist: Ron van Dalen
Price: ca. 33 Euro
Publisher: Cwali 2011
www.cwali.nl

EVALUATION
Area filling game
For families
Version: de
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard game mechanism
* Unusual topic * Cute
garbage pieces
Compares to:
Fits, Tetris and other areafilling games
Other editions:
Ocean Limbo, Simply Fun

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

30+

Designer: not stated
Artist: not stated
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Jumbo Diset 2012
www.jumbo.eu

EVALUATION
Roll & Move game
For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Series Jumbo Fun * Nice
version of a standard
mechanism * Additional
chance element from the
sliding track * Attractive
3D board
Compares to:
All versions of Ludo, Pachisi or
Mensch ärgere Dich nicht
Other editions:
Derzeit keine
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ALLES WAS FÄHRT / ARKHAM HORROR t

ALLES WAS FÄHRT
ALLES WAS FLIEGT

Two games for small children,
offering first information on
data comparison and on assessing speed and flight height; the
information in the games has
been adapted according to the
target age group.
Alles was fährt - On 24 picture
tiles vehicles ranging from doll’s
pram to ICE train are pictured. In
free play you draw a tile in turn

3
and form a row of very slow to
very fast vehicles; adults or older
children can provide explanations. In Picture Tile Domino you
play a normal domino game,
identical small control icons on
the tiles must be adjacent. In the
game of „Wer hat das schnellste
Fahrzeug“ each player plays one
card and then you check who
played the fastest vehicle, it is

ARKHAM HORROR
MISKATONIC HORROR
Amidst the Roaring Twenties a
dark shadow rises in Arkham
City: the Ancient ones try to find
a way into our world. Players are
investigators trying to close dimension gates or defeat the Ancient one. A turn comprises five
phases; each phase is played by
each of the players. Phases are
Upkeep, Movement, Arkham
Encounters, Other World En-
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counters and Myths. The game
follows complex rules, when the
Ancient One awakens, players
fight him until he is defeated or
all investigators are devoured.
Miskatonic Horror is a new kind
of expansion; like all those before
it can be combined with the core
game, but the more expansions
you add the more components
and aspects of Miskatonic Horror

the one with the longest red
line on the back of the tile. If you
played the fastes vehicle you get
all tiles and in the end you win
with most tiles.
Alles was fliegt - On 24 picture
tiles real and ficticious flying
objects are pictured, ranging
from lady bird and balloon to
witch and Ufo. In free play you
draw a tile in turn and place it
in a way that all tiles create the
picture from the box bottom,
which shows the relative flight
altitudes of all objects; adults or
older children can give explanations. For Collect Picture Tiles
the cards are laid out face-down
and you try to collect all tiles of
the same altitude by rolling the
correct color. When no correct
card is left in the display you
take it from another player. As a
variant you can collect one card
from each altitude level. In Finding Details one player describes
a detail from one tile; all others
search for this tile and take it
when they find it first. 

INFORMATION

you can use, because the majority of the components has been
designed to augment other expansions. The contents are 450
cards, reference sheets and an
Institute variant.
Among those new materials
there are new Exhibit Encounter Cards and Exhibit Item Cards
for Curse of the Dark Pharaoh,
Injuries Card, Madness Cards,
Encounters, Dunwich Horror
and Dunwich Location Cards
as well as a Herald Shield for
Dunwich Horror; Act Cards and
Blight Cards for The King in Yellow; Blessings of Nodens, Visions
of Hypnos, Location Cards, Cult
Encounter Cards and Epic Battle
Cards for The Black Goat of the
Woods; Location and Look cards
for Innsmouth Horror and, finally,
Relationship Cards and Reckoning Cards for use with the Lurker
on the Treshold cards as well as
Agent Tokens, Expedition Markers etc.
This expansion is really a must for
each investigator in the Cthulhu
the Ancient One faction, too, in
this intriguing box of scary and
helpful extensions! 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

AGE:

1-4

3+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Michael Rüttinger
Artist: M. + H. Rüttinger
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Noris Spiele 2012
www.noris-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Roll, place and collect
For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Topics interesting for children * Topic well adapted
to the target age group *
Trains data comparison and
data relation
Compares to:
All educational games with data
comparison
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

1-8

AGE:

12+

TIME:

180+

Designer: Tim Uren
Artist: Brian Schomburg + Team
Price: ca. 45 Euro
Publisher: Heidelberger 2012
www.hds-fantasy.de

EVALUATION
Fantasy adventure
game
For experts
Version: de
Rules: de en es
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Only for use with the Core
Game and one or more of
the expansion * Extends
other expansions * Interesting, impressive new details
Compares to:
Arkham Horror Core game, Call of
Cthulhu and other fantasy/horror
adventure games
Other editions:
Fantasy Flight Games, USA; Edge
Entertainment, Spain
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u AUF DER FLUCHT / BATTLESHIP KARTENSPIEL

AUF DER FLUCHT
SMALL-TOWN HIDEOUT FOR THE LOOT?
Both players simultaneously
investigate a case by questioning one of the criminals already
caught - you are investigator and
culprit in turn. You hold a map
and 28 location cards of your
color as well as three action cards
for investigation or defense. Then
you construct a case for your opponent; each player draws two
cards from the opponent’s loca-

tions deck and lays them out as
open-faced as crime scene and
scene of arrest. Then each player
adds four face-down location
cards and five corresponding
correct escape vehicles. This layout in your color is the case your
opponent must solve. All cards
are noted in the case file and
you also define locations of the
accomplice and the loot. Then in

BATTLESHIP KARTENSPIEL
RED PEG CARDS AGAINST
A DESTROYER
In this version of the classic deduction game ships are found,
hit and sunk with peg and power
cards.
First you sort your deck into Coordinate Cards and Destruction
Cards. The Coordinate Cards,
made up from five ships and
seven miss cards, are shuffled
and laid out face down in a
3x4 grid. The Destruction deck,

14

7

which contains peg cards and
power cards, is shuffled and
then you draw five cards from
the face-down stack. In each
turn you choose a peg or power
card from your hand, resolve the
card and draw a card. When you
play a white pin card you choose
a card in your opponent’s grid,
which he must reveal. If this card
is a miss card, nothing happens.
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turn you pose three questions as
regards to the escape, the only
possible answers are “yes” or “no”;
you cannot ask questions as regards to the locations of loot or
accomplice, but you can ask for
time relations, e.g. “Was the loot
hidden on Tuesday?” Now you
can play an investigation card or
swap a card. Your opponent can
answer your investigation card
with a defense card.
If it is your turn and five location
cards plus four escape vehicle
cards of your case have been
deduced correctly, that is, turned
up, you can try to solve the case
and name the locations of both
accomplice and loot in your case;
if you are correct you win; if not,
your opponent wins.
The narrow elegant black boxes
are a guarantee for criminological fun; the location cards offer
lots of combinations for many
different cases and it is fun and
challenging to think up clever
questions to glean as much information as possible from the
yes/no answers. 

INFORMATION

If the card is a ship, it has been
found and its special power is
activated. In further turns you
play red peg cards for hits on this
ship to sink it; you need as many
hit marks on the red peg cards
played to the ship as are shown
on the ship card. Ship powers
are: Submarine - can only be attacked with white peg cards; PT
Boat - takes away one peg card of
any of your ships; Destroyer - you
can attack opposing ships with
red and white peg cards; Battleship - increases the value of all
peg cards in play by +1; Aircraft
Carrier - Draw up to seven cards
for your hand at the end of your
turn. Power cards bring shields,
or let you draw more cards in
hand or play two cards or repair
a ship by taking away a peg card.
If you are first to sink all opposing
ships, you win.
In this card version of Battleship
the deduction or guessing element has been strongly reduced
compared to the board version,
the focus is now on the clever
use of cards in combination with
the ship powers. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 32 and 33

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

14+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Sonja Klein
Artist: L. Eberle, M. Schacht
Price: ca. 14 Euro
Publisher: Gmeiner-Verlag 2012
www.gmeiner-verlag.de

EVALUATION
Deduction game
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
5th game of the series * For
two players only * You are
investigator and culprit at
the same time * Location
cards can be combined for
lots of different cases
Compares to:
All other games of the series
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

7+

TIME:

15+

Designer: not stated
Artist: not stated
Price: ca. 6 Euro
Publisher: Hasbro/MB 2012
www.hasbro.de

EVALUATION
Card game
For children
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Card version of Battleship/
Flottenmanöver * Special
abilities for each ship
* Deduction element
strongly reduced * Version
for younger players included
Compares to:
Other editions of Battleshup/Flottenmanöver
Other editions:
Battleship: Hidden Threat, Hasbro
USA

www.gamesjournal.at

BENJAMIN BLÜMCHEN / BIG FIVE t

BENJAMIN BLÜMCHEN
TÖRÖÖÖ IM ZOO!

Benjamin Blümchen has fallen
asleep and the zoo animals,
which he was supposed to guard
for Attendant Tierlieb, have escaped into the woods. Players
are asked to help Benjamin to
find the animals. The bushes are
laid out and underneath each
bush an animal is hidden. Benjamin is switched on, trumpets his
Törööö, welcomes all players and

3
explains the game.
Then you take Benjamin, push
the blue button and Benjamin
asks you to find a certain animal. You look underneath one
of the bushes. If you did find the
animal that Benjamin was looking for, the bush is set aside and
you take the animal. If you did
uncover the wrong animal, this
animal stays visible and your left

BIG FIVE

FOURTH CARD IN A ROW SHED A CARD!
Animal cards must be laid out
in groups; there are five different animals on five different
background colors. One card is
laid out to start the display; the
remaining cards are dealt evenly to all players. You stack your
cards face down and take five in
hand. In your turn you can swap
cards with your stack or place
cards. To swap cards you shuffle

www.gamesjournal.at

7

any number of cards from your
hand, put them under your stack
and draw the same number of
cards from your stack. To place
cards you put down any number in the cards next to a card
already there, to form groups of
animals of the same kind or with
the same background color. One
card of the newly formed group
must be one that was already in

PLAYED FOR YOU

neighbor has a try to find the
correct animal. This is continued
until a player has found the correct animal and taken it. All other
animals are covered again with
bushes and - if you are the left
neighbor of the first player to be
asked for the previous animal
- you now take Benjamin and
push the blue button to hear
from Benjamin which animal
needs to be found. If you have
forgotten which animal should
be found or if you did not understand Benjamin correctly you
push the red button and Benjamin repeats his announcement.
When all animals are found you
win with most of them.
The elephant in blue trousers
and red jacket with the cocky
baseball cap is a favorite with all
children and his trumpet call of
Törööö! is his brand and a sure
guarantee for fun; Benjamin
again and again presents simple
mechanisms and interesting
topics for children and, with this
special Törööö!, also enchanting
baby animals from the zoo of
Neustadt. 

INFORMATION

the display before you added
your cards, it is not sufficient to
put your cards down adjacent to
a card in the display! If you place
the 4th card of a group, you can
discard one card from your hand
or stack, if you place the 5th, two
cards. Should you place both
the 4th and 5th card, you bonus
discard is three cards. If you are
first to get rid of all your cards
you win. In a solo version you
must place a minimum of three
cards in a group or put cards on
an open discard pile until only 2
are left in hand. Bonuses are set
aside from your discard pile and
you try to achieve a minimum of
cards in your discard pile.
Big Five is basically a standard
card placement game, but the
nice little details are alluring - the
bonus discards and the forced including of cards from the display
in a new group, which can also
make you swap cards with your
stack - but do you want to lose
a turn that way? Cute and a nice
family game, too! 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

3+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Brad Ross, Jim Winslow
Artist: www.c-r-1.de
Price: ca. 27 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2012
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
Memo and spotting
game
For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Talking Benjamin Blümchen as game master *
Simple memo mechanism
* Enchanting components
and animal drawings
Compares to:
All memo and spotting games with
pre-setting of the searched-for object
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

7+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Artist: Oliver Freudenreich
Price: ca. 7 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2011
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Card placement game
For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nicely varied standard
mechanisms * Nice family
game * Simple rules * Cute
details * Quick to play
Compares to:
All card shedding games with group
formation based on characteristics
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u BIOS MEGAFAUNA / CAVE EVIL

BIOS MEGAFAUNA
DINOSAURS VS. MAMMALS
Players take up the roles of proto-saurs or proto-mammals, in
the aftermath of the great mass
extinction of the Perm catastrophe. You must adapt to the
changes of environment and
competition among species,
must create new species and
let them mutate, even to bizarre
chimeras. The development of a
species is recorded using dental

information, size and behavioral
characteristics throughout the
game. Extinct plants and animals
are collected in the tar pit.
In each turn you can resolve one
action - a card action, change
size of a species, enter an animal
from stock according to requirements or enter an animal from
stock into a habitat within the
limits of the migration radius.

CAVE EVIL

SHADOWFLAME AND BOTTOMLESS PIT
In labyrinthine cities deeply underground the dead have been
buried, but the Shadow Flame
has invoked them to evil new life,
under the reign of the Emperor of
Eternal Evil.
As is to be expected from this
introduction, Cave Evil is an evil
game of brutal elimination. Each
player is an ancient Undead Necromancer who wants to harness

16

16

the powers of the Bottomless Pit,
source of the Endless Shadow. All
necromancers use Metal, Gore
and Shadow Flame to invoke
their minions. Those minions are
then used to dig tunnels and excavate creatures, resources and
valuable ancient items. Creatures
can be dominated by bribing and
hiring or by creating them from
Gore and Dead or summoning
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Then conflicts between herbivores and then conflicts between
herbivores are. In the aftermath
of those conflicts animals or immigrants without feed or losers
of conflict are culled. In a scoring
round after the last card of an era
has been played, populations are
counted, the sum of all animals
for the species of t players; the
player owning the highest population gets the Leader position
and the positions Two to Four
are determined; then the Leader takes half of the tiles in the tar
pit, rounded up; those tiles are
the “Fossil Record” and each tile
is worth one victory point at the
end of the game.
Bios Megafauna is the latest
game in a range of games in
which Phil Eklund has been featuring the topic auf plant and animal evolution for years; a great,
highly interesting game when
you are willing to delve into the
topic and the terminology which
is quite unusual in a game; both
rules and topic demand a bit of
gaming experience. 

INFORMATION

them from other dimensions.
Cave Evil is played in rounds
which are called cycles. In each
cycle each player has one turn he draws cards from one of the
decks, item spell, resource or creature. Those cards are used to summon or create creatures, items or
spells and then to control each of
his units of invoked minions and
their arsenal of weapons.
Only one player’s necromancer
can subdue and harness the
Shadow Flame, opposing necromancers must be defeated in
battle or one must invade their
lair and destroy the Chthonic
Crystal. But at the very end the
necromancer must face the Emperor of Eternal Evil and defeat
Ultimate Evil.
Cave Evil is a Dungeon Crawl in
the deepest and darkest manifestation, components, topic and atmosphere are black, evil and dark;
mechanisms are well-known and
very well combined - if you are
bored nowadays by zombies,
you can can prove yourself and
and your Dark Side against the
Emperor of Eternal Evil. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 32 and 33

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Phil Eklund
Artist: Tim Park
Price: ca. 45 Euro
Publisher: Sierra Madre Games 11
www.sierra-madre-games.com

EVALUATION
Development game
For experts
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Sequel to American Megafauna * Rules demand
intensive looking-into and
familiarity with biological
terms * Same gaming
experience necessary
Compares to:
American Megafauna, Origins
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

16+

TIME:

240+

Designer: Mat Brinkman + Team
Artist: Team
Price: Auf Anfrage
Publisher: Blast City Games/E.E.E. 11
www.cave-evil.com

EVALUATION
Dungeon Crawl
For experts
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Only for fans of Horror
topics * Good components
* Very copious rules
Compares to:
All Dungeon Crawls with
Horror topics like Zombies etc.
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

PLAYED FOR YOU

DIE KLEINEN DRACHENRITTER / DRAKO t

DIE KLEINEN

DRACHENRITTER

CLIMB THE ROCK! WIN THE TREASURE!
Nils the Dragon has stolen the
treasure of the Dragon Knights,
the little Dragon Knights want
to recover the treasure from
the Dragon Rock and construct
a ladder out of all items on
hand to be able to climb up the
rock. But Nils wants to keep the
treasure and from time to time
throws rocks down onto the little
Dragon Knights to keep them

5

off. Player sit facing each other,
one or two players to one side
of the Dragon Rock. The items
are sorted by color and placed
for easy use. In your turn you
roll the die and choose an item
of this color, which you stack in
your half of the rock to extend
your ladder. You can turn the
item any way you want, but cannot lean it on the middle bar and

DRAKO

THREE DWARVES CONFRONT
ONE DRAGON
Dragon versus three dwarves
or three dwarves versus one
dragon - each side in this uneven conflict commands different abilities, represented by a
unique card deck; the abilities
of the dwarves are distributed
among the three of them who
must try to defeat the dragon.
On the central board dwarves
and dragons are placed either

www.gamesjournal.at

according to the rules or according to your own choice, and each
player draws four cards from his
deck on hand. The dragon starts
the game with one action; in the
following alternate turns each
player resolves two actions of
his choice in any combination
or order, possible actions are
draw two cards or play one card;
you cannot pass your turn and

cannot re-position the item later
in the game. When you roll gray,
Nils drops a piece of rock, that is,
the player sitting opposite to you
lets the rock slide blindly over the
edge into your half of the Dragon
Rock. If this makes items slip or
if items slip during stacking they
go back to the general stock.
When sliding items are steadied
by the middle bar, they can stay
as they are, but additional items
based on them cannot touch
the middle bar. If you think that
your ladder is high enough to allow your Dragon Knight to look
over the brink with both eyes
you place him on your ladder
and count to five. If the Dragon
Knight night looks over the brink
at the opposite player and stays
in place while you count you
have won.
An absolute treasure of a game!
Enchanting drawings, very simple rules and a huge lot of fun;
for stacking the items you need
steady hands, an understanding
of balance and a bit of risk-taking
and also a bit of luck. 

INFORMATION

there is a limit for cards in hand
of six cards - if you draw cards
twice in a turn you must discard
surplus cards. If you play a card
you choose one of its symbols to
resolve. Movements for dwarves
can be split among dwarves; an
attack can be answered instantly
by the opponent with a defense
symbol; this defense does not
count towards his two actions in
his turn. In case of a successful attack the attacked takes damage
which is marked accordingly on
the player’s mat. When all available damage spots are taken
the character dies and goes out
of the game; if you defeat your
opponent you win; when the
last dwarf card is played and the
dragon is alive, the dragon wins.
Drako is a neat little game for
which you must adapt your
tactic to the side you embody;
the distribution of cards in your
deck is important, too. Drako is
a game on optimum use of current possibilities with a bit of
planning on what is still coming
in the deck! 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Marco Teubner
Artist: Antje Flad
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Huch! and friends 12
www.huchandfriends.de

EVALUATION
Stacking game
For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nominated for “Kinderspiel
des Jahres” 2012 * Enchanting topic * Marvelous
illustrations * High replay
value * Simple rules
Compares to:
All stacking games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Adam Kałuża
Artist: Jarek Nocoń
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Rebel Gier 2011
www.wydawnictwo.rebel.pl

EVALUATION
Conflict simulation
With friends
Version: multi
Rules: en pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice components * Fantasy
context not dominant *
Good mixture of tactics
and chance
Compares to:
All confrontation games with two
parties of different strength
Other editions:
Dastwork, Italy
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u EMPIRE EXPRESS / ENNEA

EMPIRE EXPRESS
LOGISTICS FOR BEGINNERS
Empire Builder is a series of logistics games with a railway topic
- you draw demand cards and
cards and start-up capital, build
tracks based on your demand
cards to transport loads from A
to B and earn money for loads
delivered, which you re-invest
in new track based on new demand cards. To win the game
you must have earned 250 Mio

10

and - depending on the board a pre-set number of Major Cities
connected to your track network.
Empire Express is the beginner’s
or introductory game to the
Empire Builder system: You start
with pre-set tracks and three preset demand cards and without
cash. Then you build new track
spending earnings from the first
demand cards, can connect to

ENNEA

NINE SQUARES. SIX GAMES.
9 square tiles are combined for
new, different and ever changing boards. The square tiles show
between 4 and 6 dents that are
connected by paths, two paths
lead to each edge of the square.
25 marbles in one color are provided for each player, a different
number is used for each game. In
each turn you place one marble.
Landung: All empty squares are

18

combined to a big one, you start
with one „harbor“ = a marble at
the edge and then you place
a marble either next to one
already placed or outside the
board; those marbles are used
for new harbors later in the
game. You win with the majority of marbles on the board.
Die vier Quellen: You place
empty squares into the box cor-
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track of other players and use it, if
you need to, draw new demands,
and deliver loads until you have
earned 150 Mio.
There is now upgrading or accelerating of trains; building over
rivers and mountains is cheaper.
The biggest difference comes in
the demand cards which only
hold two orders instead of three,
but now destinations and source
locations for loads are marked on
the cards.
These basic rules are supplemented by Extended Rules
where you start with 50 Mio
cash and without pre-set track
or pre-set demand cards, to win
you need 150 Mio and a connection to all four Major Cities. Event
cards block track or cause loss of
loads.
Empire Builder is a fantastic
game, but takes at least one hour
per player! Empire Express makes
the access a lot easier and reduces the playing time very nicely!
All other aspects of the original
game have been transferred very
cleverly and the fixed start-up
avoids bad luck in drawing your
first demand cards. 

INFORMATION

ners for „springs“ and fill them
with marbles which then flow
over your own marbles onto
empty spots, if you cross a tile
edge a new square is added.
You win by placing the majority
of marbles.
Berühr mich nicht: You start
with an empty board of 3x3 tiles
and place a marble in turn, only
onto dents that are not adjacent
to opposing marbles. If you place
most marbles you win. Die Insel
entsteht: You place a marble
on a free spot on any single tile;
when you hold the majority on
such a single tile you can add a
square of your choice, turned any
way but within the 3x3 grid and
edge to edge. Wie du mir..: You
try to form the biggest possible
groups of marbles in adjacent
dents, in each turn you place
one of your marbles and of
your opponent’s marbles. Bockspringen is a version of Chinese
Checkers.
Ennea - elegant fun for two fans
of abstract games; interesting,
thrilling and very beautiful, a true
challenge for connoisseurs and
aficionados. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 32 and 33

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Larry Roznai
Artist: J. Gerard, M. Atkinson
Price: ca. 28 Euro
Publisher: Mayfair Games 2012
www.mayfairgames.com

EVALUATION
Logistics game
For families
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Part of the Empire Builder
Series * Introductory game
to the series * Pre-set
starting track and demand
cards * Drastically reduced
time to play
Compares to:
All games in the Empire Builder series
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-

AGE:

8+

TIME:

5+

Designer: Michail Antonow
Artist: not stated
Price: ca. 70 Euro
Publisher: Clemens Gerhards 11
www.spiel-und-design.eu

EVALUATION
Abstract placement
game
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very classy, elegant components * Six different ways to
play * Simple rules
Compares to:
Pentago and other abstract games
with a variable board
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

FILLY ELVES / FIVE-FINGERED SEVERANCE t

FILLY ELVES

DIE REISE ZUM MAGISCHEN BAUMPALAST
Fillys travel on the River of Emotions down to the party at the
Tree palace and hop along the
colorful water lily flowers. In
the simple game, on the board
without additional symbols, you
move your filly simply by rolling
the die; you put it on the next
spot of the color you rolled. In
the somewhat more difficult
game, on the board side with

3

symbols you also roll the die, but
you can decide if you use the roll
to move to the next flower of this
color of resolve the action of that
color.
The actions connected to the different colors are noted in colored
spots at the top of the board,
not in the individual flowers: For
blue you can swap the position
of your filly with that of any filly

FIVE-FINGERED SEVERANCE
LAST DAY ON THE JOB
Relax - don’t get stressed - because at the end of the day you
will be fired and out of a job
anyway, so try to get back a bit
at your evil Boss.
You are assigned a character
with special abilities and five
plot cards; six work markers are
drawn and resolved. You start a
turn with drawing and resolving
a new work marker - customers

www.gamesjournal.at

can be placed as you like, events
either put heat on players, block
the boss or introduce new work
markers. Then you have two actions and can play plot cards of
your choice at any time during
your move.
Actions are: Move; steal - not on
the same location with the boss
or a customer; store at the store
room; not on the same location

PLAYED FOR YOU

of your choice. For yellow you
can jump your filly over the next
filly and place it onto the flower
immediately after that filly, even
when the flower is already occupied. If you roll green, you can
jump over all fillies ahead of your
filly and place your filly onto the
first flower in front of the currently leading filly. For a purple result
you can place your filly on the
same spot as any other filly. For
red you can put back any filly of
your choice to the first red spot
behind this filly. If you roll orange
you can either move to the next
orange spot or roll again and
then resolve this result. In both
versions you win if you reach the
flower at the Tree Palace first.
This trip to the Tree Palace is
a simple game of roll & move,
which teaches first rules and
color recognition and offers minimalistic tactical considerations
to those a bit older, but the biggest enticement surely are the
Filly figurines. 

INFORMATION

with the boss or a customer;
Slack - also over several turns,
the longer you keep up slack
the more points you score and
the others get more heat! Some
methods of Slack are so scandalous that your are immediately
fired - either with being given
six markers when you have not
been caught at that particular
slack, or without markers if you
did get caught. Other actions
are working, plot, move the boss,
serve a customer and reduce
heat or insult a customer and put
the heat on. When all work markers have been taken or when all
have been fired you win with the
highest score from stored items,
insulted customers, slack markers and half the number of spots
left to reach heat level 30.
If you have always wanted to
behave like a mixture of an antisocial, somewhat criminal rowdy
and a teenager gotten out of
hand, you can amuse yourself
here, but you must try to keep
a grip on the rapidly overcrowding board in order to be able to
misbehave with the desired results. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

3+

TIME:

15+

Designer: not stated
Artist: not stated
Price: ca. 16 Euro
Publisher: Noris Spiele 2012
www.noris-spiele.de

EVALUATION
roll & move
For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
4 collectable Fillys for playing pieces * Very simple
color dice mechanism *
Two different levels of
difficulty
Compares to:
All roll & move games with color dice
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

13+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Patrick Leder
Artist: E. Lervold, T. McCulloch
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Minion Games 2011
www.miniongames.com

EVALUATION
Placement game with events
With friends
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Unusual topic * Slightly off
humor and texts * Some
experience necessary to
keep on top of the board
* Gut mixture of chance
and tactic
Compares to:
First game in this combination of
topic and mechanisms
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u FLORI COLORI / FUNKY PARTY GAMES

FLORI COLORI

FLOWER MEADOW AND BUTTERFLY
A dice game on colors for toddlers - the basic colors must be
recognized and correctly assigned. There are 16 wooden
flower chips, four each in green,
blue, red and yellow; the game
board shows flower silhouettes
in those colors. The big dice
shows the four possible flower
colors on four sides, two sides
show a butterfly. You lay out the

2

flower chips and put the butterfly on the first spot of his flight
path of seven spots.
You roll the die in turn: If the
result is one of the flower sides
you may take any flower chip of
your choice and put it on a free
flower this color on the board.
When you roll a butterfly you
move the butterfly forward by
one step. When all flower chips

FUNKY PARTY GAMES
FUN FOR MANY EVENINGS
Boxes in neon candy colors, looking like modern treasure chests,
featuring magnetic clasps and
attractive interiors, are called
Funky Party Games and offer fun
for large groups of players.
Blind Paint: The painter of a
team chooses one of the two
terms - hard or easy - on the top
card, dons the blindfold and
draws. The other members of

20

16

the team guess; when the term
is guessed correctly and there
is time left, the painter can take
off the blindfold, draw the next
card, etc. When time has run out,
you score for correctly guessed
terms; proverbs are announced
and score 5 points.
Knete-Fete: The game is played
in analogy to Blind Paint, but
without blindfold and with mod-
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have been correctly placed in
the meadow before the butterfly
reaches the last spot of his path
at the other side of the meadow,
all players win together; if the
butterfly reaches the end of the
meadow before all flowers have
been placed placed, the butterfly
wins.
In a somewhat more difficult
variant you must place the flower chips on flower silhouettes of
a different color; so you can determine at the start of the game
that all blue flower chips must be
put on yellow spots, the green
flowers on red spots, the red
flowers on blue silhouettes and
the yellow ones on green spots.
With Flori Colori toddles can
not only train recognition and
assignment of colors, but also a
first handling and understanding
of rules and social interaction in
a group, and all this while playing with a very beautiful game
featuring a wooden board and
wooden components. Works as
well as a solitaire game as for two
to four players. 

INFORMATION

eling dough. Instead of proverbs
there are double nouns; when
they are guessed correctly, you
score 5 points, in both games
your team wins if it tops 25
points first.
Mutprobe: At the start of the
party you take out invalid cards
from the pack - maybe relating to food or to the furniture.
When guests arrive they draw
one card each and you start the
timer, the game lasts exactly one
hour. When you cannot comply
with the task or do not want to,
you draw another card. Then all
players must complete the task
on their cards before the end of
one hour. Then all cards are read
out and all vote who had to have
most courage to complete the
task. Whoever wins the crown
wears if for the next hour and
hands out two coward bracelets; the recipients must serve
the king for one hour.
As in all those games similarities
and déjà vu feelings are programmed, as the basic mechanisms are well-known, which in
no ways diminishes the fun with
the nicely selected tasks. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 32 and 33

PLAYERS:

AGE:

1-4

2+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Helmut Punke
Artist: Cristiana Giuriato
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Beleduc 2012
www.beleduc.de

EVALUATION
color dice game
For children
Version: multi
Rules: cn de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Wooden components and
board * Equally good as a
solitaire game and a game
with up to four players *
Trains color recognition,
understanding of rules and communication
Compares to:
All games on color recognition and
assignment
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

4-55

AGE:

16+

TIME:

var

Designer: not stated
Artist: Silke Klemt
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Moses 2011
www.moses-verlag.de

EVALUATION
Party games
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Three different editions *
Good for very large groups
* Standard mechanisms,
attractively varied
Compares to:
Activity, Taboo, Erwischt, depending
on the topic
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

PLAYED FOR YOU

GERMAN RAILWAYS / JET SET t

GERMAN RAILWAYS
PREUSSISCHE OSTBAHN
Between 1842 and 1868 there
were more than 200 different
railroad companies in the German Empire. Markers for the individual companies are placed
into towns; then one share per
company is auctioned. The revenue, the remaining track markers and shares are the capital of
the company.
In his turn a player can resolve

one of three actions; possible
actions are to pass, to auction
a share or build track. To auction a share you simply put up
a share of your choice, but you
can only auction a third share of
a company when two shares of
each company are circulating.
The action track building can be
used for the network of any company of which you own at least

JET SET
DISTANT LANDS

In Jet Set you acquire rights for
air links between cities and place
planes on those links.
In Phase 1 of a turn you replenish Flight Cards; more cards can
be added for money. In Phase
2 you have one of five actions:
Place planes on free inks, mark
them and pay for them - place
planes on your own and opposing links and pay for them - take

www.gamesjournal.at

a Flight Card and remove one
of your planes from the link per
track section - take income from
Flight Cards. When two vacation cards have been revealed,
you only use cards on display
or Final Flight cards from your
hand. The cities on a Final Flight
Card must be visited in order;
when you played this card you
have only one action: Place one

one share. On each of the newly
“build” sections, that is board
hexes, you place one locomotive; you can build up to three
sections per turn. The costs are
paid for with company money, a
locomotive in a town hex raises
the income of the company.
When such track building has
connected two companies for
the first time, dividend payment
happens, for each share owned
by a player, based on the current income of the company.
The company which initiated
the connection pays double the
dividend.
When in the game phase “determine order of play” each track is
directly connected to two other
tracks or players are in agreement that such connections are
no longer possible, you win with
most money, shares do not have
any value at that point anymore.
German Railways is a new edition of Preußische Ostbahn,
published at Winsome Games,
featuring original rules and different components; a game
well suited to fans of economics
games with a railway topic. 

INFORMATION

plane per round on the Final
Flight Card for 2 victory points
per plane. When all Final Flight
Cards have been played or when
you place the 5th plane on your
Final Flight Card, you score the
value of all Flight Cards, the Final
Flight Cards and the planes on it.
Distant Lands introduces long
distance flights.
Investor - Each vacation card introduces an investor card which
yields money in different ways.
Business Cards - One card is
added to two cards received at
the start each time when you
secure a long distance link. They
can be played anytime in your
turn; for cash or to offer a deal to
another player or for use according to card text.
Hubs - You chose a city as your
hub and cash 2$ for flights including the hub or you can chose
to score a bonus for secured link
cards.
Some of those expansions introduce lots more tactic into the
game; the business cards on the
other hand have very varied,
random effects. Just try it out! 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

3-5

AGE:

12+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Harry Wu
Artist: Harald Lieske
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Queen Games 2011
www.queen-games.de

EVALUATION
Railway game
With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition of Preußische
Ostbahn * Original rules
* Different components *
Historic references by using
real companies of the time
Compares to:
Chicago Express
Other editions:
Preußische Ostbahn, Winsome
Games

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

12+

TIME:

120+

Designer: Kris Gould
Artist: Mike Raabe
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Wattsalpoag Games 11
www.wattsalpoag.com

EVALUATION
Placement game
With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Four expansions for Jet Set
and additional cards for
the core game * Business
and Investor cards already
available since 2009 * More
tactics due to the expansions
Compares to:
Jet Set, Jumbo Jet, Jet-Set-Business
Other editions:
Currently none
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u KELTIS / KUCK RUCK ZUCK

KELTIS

DAS WÜRFELSPIEL
Dice game are a trend since last
year, dice games in cubic boxes
are the latest trend and dice
game based on board games
have been around for some time,
and all these trends come together in Keltis Das Würfelspiel.
The five Keltis dice show five
path symbols and one wish
stone symbol. You choose one
side of the board, one side

shows paths without obstacles;
the other side shows obstacles
represented by crossed twigs on
some of the path spots. Then you
roll all dice and can once re-roll
any number of dice. If the result
shows two or more wish stone
symbols you take one wish stone
tile. Then you decide on one of
the path symbols and place one
of your markers in this row and/

KUCK RUCK ZUCK
THE CAT TAKES A PICTURE OF LION
AND SNAKE
The zoo animals have snatched a
camera from visiting tourists and
take pictures of each other; the
zookeepers find only pictures,
and, behold, some of them look
as if a zookeeper had taken it!
Who really did take which picture?
All snapshot cards show two
animals, one large in the foreground and one smaller in the

22

6

background. Depending on the
version of the game you want to
play, you shuffle the cards with
a dark green border or all cards
and deal six cards to each player;
the starting player is given an
additional card. Then the starting player reveals the top card
in his stack: All players check
simultaneously which animal or
which zookeeper is confronting
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or advance it accordingly, one
step per symbol in the dice result. When the move ends on a
special symbol you use the effect
of this symbol - you advance any
of your markers one step, take a
wish stone tile or have another
complete turn. When the necessary number of markers is positioned in the finish zone, you
win with the highest total from
the positions of all your markers
on the paths plus points scored
from wish stones collected; you
must have assembled at least
four wish stone tiles in order to
avoid negative points. On the
paths, too, you only score positive when you have reached the
fourth spot on the path. When
you use the board with obstacles, you cannot enter any spot
showing crossed twigs.
Keltis das Würfelspiel is an elegant concentrate of Keltis; the
game principle has remained
nearly 100% the same, the
chance element was preserved
too, all in all a harmonious re-interpretation of the Keltis theme.


INFORMATION

the animals shown on the card
in the same order and therefore
has made the photo. You do not
look from a player’s perspective,
but from those of the animals on
the board or the zookeepers at
the edges. When the snapshot
shows horse in front and cat in
the back only the cockerel can
have made the photo, because
the board shows cockerel, horse
and cat arranged in this order in
one row. If you think you know
the solution you either name
the animal or grab the respective zookeeper - if your solution
is correct you set the snapshot
aside and may turn up the top
card of your stack for the next
snapshot to resolve. If you are
out of cards first you win the
game. When you play the Criss
Cross variant using all cards you
must also look for diagonal arrangements.
Kuck Ruck Zuck is an enchanting
game of spotting and observing,
it trains recognition of sequences
and correlating „small/big“ with
„same size and order“!
Have fun by keeping your eyes
peeled! 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 32 and 33

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Artist: C. Stephan, M. Hoffmann
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2012
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Dice game
For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Dice game based on Keltis
* Game transferred nearly
1:1 * Compact, attractive
design
Compares to:
Keltis for topic and design, other dice
games with advancement in rows
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Roberto Fraga
Artist: Barbara Stachuletz
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2012
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Spotting game
For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Good training for perspective and assessing spatial
arrangements
Compares to:
Good training for
perspective and assessing spatial arrangements * Two levels of difficulty
* Pretty drawings * Animal noises
instead of animal names are possible
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

LILIPUT / MEINE ERSTEN SPIELE t

LILIPUT

FOUR LILLIPUTIANS IMPRISON GULLIVER
Lilliputians want to take Gulliver
prisoner, together they might
manage it. 24 of 30 Lilliputian
pieces are marked at their bases
with four times each the numbers of values 0, 1, 2, 3, and 5, 6
of the pieces are marked with a
rope at their basis. All Lilliputians
are shuffled and placed within
easy reach for stock. Each player
randomly draws four such Lilli-

5

putian figures and puts them on
his family board without looking
at the bases.
In your turn you take one Lilliputian from stock and turn
the piece over: When the base
shows a number and you want
to keep the piece, because the
value is low, you can add it to
your family: You choose a Lilliputian from your family board,

MEINE ERSTEN SPIELE
KLING-KLANG-WALD

The game features three different simple instruments - tambourine, metallophone and
percussion sticks - each of the
instruments is assigned to a
baby animal; this animal always
plays the same instrument: The
bear plays the tambourine, the
squirrel the percussion sticks and
the fox the metallophone. In five
different games players train lis-

www.gamesjournal.at
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tening, hearing abilities, paying
attention, memory and assigning of sounds to directions. The
sounds of the musical instruments give hints and if you do
well you are rewarded with baby
animal tiles or Mia Mouse tiles.
When more than one is playing
you win with a certain number of
tiles or other achievements.
Little Mouse, where are you

PLAYED FOR YOU

turn it over, name its value and
put it back into stock, the piece
you just took from stock is placed
onto your family board. If you do
not want to add the Lilliputian to
your family you put it back into
stock. But should the Lilliputian
just drawn from stock show a
rope symbol on its base, you
must put this Lilliputian on a
free space on the Gulliver board.
Then you swap one piece from
your own family board with a
piece from any other player’s
board, the values of both pieces
are named. When the fourth Lilliputian is placed on the Gulliver
board, Gulliver is imprisoned
and the game ends: All players
add the values of all Lilliputians
on their family boards and you
win if you managed to achieve
the lowest total.
Liliput is a nice synthesis of
chance and memory elements;
the topic goes very well with the
mechanism and if you pay close
attention you can use a rope to
acquire a valuable Zero from
your neighbor! 

INFORMATION

headed? - Ein rhythmic game of
listening, players recognize the
instrument just played. Deep
in the Ding Dong Forest - you
search for certain animal tiles and
are rewarded with playing the
instrument assigned to this animal. Little Mia Mouse plays at
home - you must memorize animals, they are then hidden and
you must play the corresponding
instrument. Where has the little
Mouse just played? - you must
guess from which corner of the
room the sound of the instrument came that was just played
and thereby find Mia Mouse. A
birthday song for little Mouse Animal tiles are laid out beneath
the house tiles and then turned
over; the adult game master then
plays one of the two sequences
and you must recognize to which
house the melody belongs.
Kling-Klang-Wald absolutely
confirms to the heading of „My
very first games“, the harmonious combination of listening,
memory, searching and spatial
locating of sound turns educational play into fun at play! 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Artist: not stated
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2012
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Placement game
For families
Version: multi
Rules: de fr hu pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice topic * Good mixture
of chance and memory *
Topic and mechanism go
well together
Compares to:
Games with swapping pieces to
change values of one’s own pieces
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

1-3

AGE:

2+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Dietlind Löbker
Artist: Martina Leykamm
Price: ca. 26 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2012
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Educational game on sounds
For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Five different games *
Adult supervision necessary * Instruments easily
distinguishable
Compares to:
All educational games on sounds
Other editions:
Currently none
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u NEW SCOTLAND YARD / NEXT!

NEW SCOTLAND YARD
SPURENSICHERUNG DAS SPIEL
Murder has been done in the
heart of London and players are
investigators from Scotland Yard.
The Pieces of Evidence Cards are
randomly placed into the location envelopes and you extract
the six Clue Cards for the case
you chose; there are six different
case sets.
In the first part of the game you
roll the die and move your mark-

8

er accordingly; when you reach
an equipment spot you take the
corresponding Forensic Kit Disc.
When you have acquired all six
discs you can start your investigation and move your marker
to New Scotland Headquarters.
From there you move your
marker by dice roll to the different locations for clues where
you can investigate a Piece of

NEXT!

THREE ROLLS FOR TWO TRIPLETS!
Six dice - two of them black, four
of them white - show six different symbols each. You roll those
dice in order to achieve one of
the combinations visible on
three cards - exactly as shown,
with the necessary dice colors
and number of symbols. In your
turn you can roll dice three times
to win a card. After the third roll,
if you did not win a card, the next

24

8

player can decide if he prefers to
use your last roll as his first roll
and to re-roll dice of his choice
from this roll or if he wants to roll
all six dice for his first roll. Some
cards show an action symbol
that is resolved immediately
when the card has been won.
Possible actions are: You have
another complete turn of up to
three rolls to win an additional
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Evidence card with the help of
the Clue Cards and your Forensic
Kit. You note the results of your
investigation on your case sheet.
Pieces of evidence are DNS; Ballistic results, Blood Spots, Prints,
Footprints and Fibers. If you have
found and resolved all pieces of
evidence you return to New
Scotland Yard Headquarters, announce the case as solved and
the game ends. All others check
your conclusions and when
you have assigned the pieces
of evidence to correct locations
you win; if not you are out of
the game and the winner is the
player with the most correctly
assigned and resolved Pieces of
Evidence.
This is a nice development of
Clue! The Forensic Kit pieces an UV lamp, a magnifying glass
and a “Trace analyzer” - are cute
and fun details, and due to the
variation provided by the 12 locations there are enough cases
for repeated fun for all the family.
But you must work fast, because
if you are too slow others can
demand that you terminate your
turn! 

INFORMATION

card, or you draw a card from a
player or you swap a card with
a player, which you draw from
his cards without seeing which
is which! The last possible action
is to swap a card in this way with
all other players.
If you have won a pre-set number the game ends and you win
with most points from the cards
you collected. Another player
can, however, after having won
an also pre-set number of cards,
which is smaller than the normal
winning number, decide to end
the game if he believes that he
has a sufficient number of points
on his cards.
Especially this tricky choice to
end the game early, in combination with the action cards, accounts for much of the allure of
this game, especially when you
are able to remember who won
how many points; because this
then allows you to make quite an
amount of points yourself with a
good action card! All in all a very
attractive version of standard
dice game mechanisms! 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 32 and 33

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: John Adams
Artist: not stated
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Winning Moves 2012
www.winningmoves.de

EVALUATION
Detection game
For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Location/Clue combinations result in many
different cases * Attractive
components and gimmicks
* Quick thinking/play
necessary
Compares to:
Clue and other detection games
Other editions:
New Scotland Yard: Crime Scene,
Crown & Andrews

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: G. Druckman, D. Hershkovits
Artist: Design France
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Gigamic 2012
www.gigamic.com

EVALUATION
Dice game
For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr + 15
In-game text: no
Comments:
Sophisticated components
* Felicitous variation of
standard mechanisms *
Very attractive family game
Compares to:
All dice games for combinations
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

OTHELLO / PAMPLONA t

OTHELLO

TURN BLACK TO WHITE!
Othello, one of the classics in the
range of abstract games for two
players that keeps appearing in
the catalogs of different companies, is this year published in a
new edition by Piatnik.
Im Spiel sind 64 doppelseitige
Spielsteine, auf einer Seite
weiß, auf der anderen Schwarz.
Jeder Spieler wählt eine Farbe,
Schwarz beginnt und setzt zwei

7
Steine auf die Startposition, diagonal von sich aus gesehen
von links oben nach rechts unten in das Mittelquadrat, der
Spieler Weiß füllt das Quadrat
mit seinen beiden weißen Startsteinen in der verbleibenden
Diagonale. Dann setzt man jeweils einen Stein seiner Farbe auf
das 8x8-Brett. Man muss den
neuen Stein immer benachbart

PAMPLONA
VIVA SAN FERMIN!

Viva San Fermin! simulates the
annual Bull Run of Pamplona
with all its elements of bravery,
euphoria, foolhardiness, fear and
adrenaline. Each player controls
a runner, one bull and one ox.
The herd is set up and then you
choose the starting point for
your runner; you receive bravery
points for the distance between
your runner and the front most

www.gamesjournal.at

8
bull of the herd. The race itself
follows the usual scheme - the
first on the track moves first, be
it animal or runner, the others
follow in sequence. Movement
is only possible forward or diagonally forward, movement itself
is directed by cards; that of the
bulls by bull cards and that of the
oxen by oxen cards; both can be
of values between two and five.

PLAYED FOR YOU

zu einem gegnerischen Spielstein setzen und so, dass man
mindestens einen gegnerischen
Stein zwischen dem neu gesetzten Stein und einem anderen
eigenen Stein in gerader Linie
einschließt. Alle so eingeschlossenen Steine des Gegners dreht
man dann auf die eigene Farbe,
auch wenn es taktisch besser
wäre, nicht alle umzudrehen.
Wer keinen regelkonformen Zug
ausführen kann, muss passen.
Wurden falsche Steine umgedreht, kann das nur korrigiert
werden, solange der Gegner
nicht gesetzt hat. Hat man keine
Steine mehr, könnte aber noch
Steine des Gegners einschließen
und umdrehen, muss einem
der Gegner dementsprechend
Steine überlassen. Kann keiner
der beiden Spieler einen regelgerechten Zug machen, endet
das Spiel und es gewinnt, wer
mehr eigene Steine am Brett hat.
Ein einfaches Spiel mit endlosen taktischen Möglichkeiten,
die man nur mit immer wieder
Spielen wirklich ausloten und
genießen kann - ein Muss für
jede Spielesammlung. 

INFORMATION

Runners always have a movement allocation of two steps.
Animals get at runners when an
animal enters the square with
a runner from a square immediately behind the square with
the runner. If you trample a runner with your oxen, you receive
a hoof token for one point; if
you gore a runner with your
bull you receive a horn token for
two points. If you are caught by
a bull you are out of the race for
this section and lose your bravery points. Should you finish the
track section successfully, your
bravery points are turned into
victory points. In addition to ox
and bull cards you hold special
cards which can give you advantages or disadvantages as
regards to other players. After
four track sections you win with
most victory points.
The standard mechanisms in
Pamplona are nicely spiced up
by the topic-related details; the
pretty figurines, too, introduce
lots of flair; all in all this a nice
game with a tantalizing topic. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

7+

TIME:

30+

Designer: not stated
Artist: not stated
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2012
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Abstract placement
game
For families
Version: multi
Rules: cz de u sk
In-game text: no
Comments:
Abstract game * Simple
rules * Problems to solve
are available
Compares to:
Reversi
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Massimo Pesce
Artist: Gtower.it
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Ghenos Games 2011
www.ghenosgames.com

EVALUATION
Race game
For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Unusual, but interesting topic * Very pretty
components * Standard
mechanisms with nice,
topic-related details
Compares to:
Palio and other race games based on
famous races
Other editions:
Currently none
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u RASEND SCHNELL /SCHRÄGE VÖGEL

RASEND SCHNELL
PROFIT FROM THE SLIPSTREAM
The games product range of„Die
Spiegelburg“ has been extended
in fall of 2011 by a new range of
card games that are presented
under the heading of „Das besondere Kartenspiel“. Rasend
Schnell is one of the four titles
currently available.
Each player chooses a car color
and takes the corresponding
team card, then the starting

6

order of one car per color is
determined randomly and the
cars are lined up accordingly,
the second car of each color is
added in reverse order, so a possible starting line-up might be:
rod-blue-green-yellow-yellowgreen-blue-red. When fewer
than four are playing, the colors
not chosen are joining the race
without drivers. You are dealt

SCHRÄGE VÖGEL
HURRY BACK TO YOUR NEST!
Karl the Cat is on the prowl and
players need to snip the birds
to safety into the crown of the
tree. The crown is laid out. 24
sturdy, square cards show a bird
in flight on one sight and on the
other side either a bird’s nest or
a bird feet up or Karl the Cat. The
cards are shuffled bird-side up
and dealt evenly to all players. In
your turn you place the top card

26

5

of your stack at the edge of the
table with part of the card sticking out, aim at the crown and
snip the card with your flat hand
from below towards the crown.
If you do not manage to hit the
tree crown you put the card
back under your stack. If your
card ends up in the tree crown
or on a card already correctly
in place, bird-in-flight side up,
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for cards, the rest is stacked for a
draw pile. In turn you play a card,
resolve its effect and draw a card,
the player of the first car in line
starts the game. Possible actions
are: Overtake - a car goes one or
two positions forward, Spinout a car of your choice goes back by
two positions, In Pursuit - one of
the last four cards goes forward
by three positions, and Slipstream - a car of the color shown
on the card goes forward four
positions, but the car directly
behind goes forward, too.
When you draw the last card
from the pile, the game ends
and 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1 point are
awarded to the first six cards in
the race; after three such races
you win with the highest total
score.
As all games of the series Rasend
Schnell is very beautifully done,
too, and plays easily and quickly,
it is exactly right for targeted age
group - the racing flair is nicely
transmitted and Slipstream and
In Pursuit even allow for a little
bit of tactic. 

INFORMATION

the card stays in place. When
the card lands nest side showing, young birds are born and
you can place another card from
your stack bird-in-flight side up
on the crown. When a bird in the
landed in three crown showing
its feet it needs to practice and
you take back this card and one
more beneath your stack. If you
were unlucky enough to snip
Karl the Cat into the crown you
take the cat card back and also
all bird cards of the same color
and put them underneath your
stack. If you dislodge cards from
the crown with your card, you
must take those back, too. If you
are first to be out of cards you
win the game.
Schräge Vögel is a very simple
dexterity game with a very simple mechanism, the surprise element is in the back sides of the
cards - you can snip successfully
and yet end up with some penalty cards. Still, it is a fun game,
quickly played and also fun to
play for the whole family. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 32 and 33

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Artist: Niklas Böwer
Price: ca. 7 Euro
Publisher: Die Spiegelburg 2011
www.spiegelburg.de

EVALUATION
Race game with cards
For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text:
Comments:
Extremely attractive design
in a slide-out box * Simple
rules * More luck in cards
than tactic
Compares to:
All other racing games with movement by cards
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Brigitte Pokornik
Artist: Felix Scheinberger
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Huch! and friends 12
www.huchandfriends.de

EVALUATION
Dexterity game
For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice idea * Some chance
due to different card backs
* Dexterity element is
dominant * Good family
game
Compares to:
All snipping games
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

PLAYED FOR YOU

SHERLOCK / SPACE MACE t

SHERLOCK

COOPERATIVE HUNT FOR SUSPECTS
During the party in the Manor
garden a pearl necklace is stolen; fortunately Sherlock Holmes
is among the guests and tries to
find the culprit, Moriarty’s accomplice.
The game comprises 30 doublesided investigation cards showing a suspect+witness on one
side and a witness alone on the
other side, ten flight cards with

5

stages One to Ten and five task
cards.
In the cooperative version you
lay out all investigation cards
witness side up in a grid and all
players search for triplets of suspects; If you turn up two cards
showing the same suspect you
can try to find the third one; if
you manage this all three cards
are taken out of the grid and set

SPACE MACE

CONQUER A RELIC AND THE GALAXY!
Once again the galaxy is up for
grabs, this time for captains of
UFOs flying to the Space Mace,
collecting the antique relic and
conquer the galaxy with it!
A maze is set out of tiles showing
door halves in one of the primary
colors of yellow, red and blue.
The relic sits on the middle tile.
You guide a team of three aliens
in three secondary colors; those

www.gamesjournal.at

aliens can only move through
doorways in the maze which
show the primary colors in the
color of the alien. As we cannot fly
in order to reach the blue-yellow
doorway for our green alien we
must change the maze by turning or swapping tiles.
In the action phase you roll all
dice; each player chooses one
movement die and two power

aside. If you do not turn up two
or three identical suspects you
turn over a flight card and turn
the investigation cards back
down. When only one triplet is
left in the grid before the last
flight is turned over the culprit
is revealed.
In the competitive version you
play without flight cards. Should
the active player have turned up
two cards with the same suspect
all other players point to a card
in the grid before he turns up his
3rd card. If the active player turns
up the correct card, that is, the
third card for the triplet, he himself takes two cards of the triplet,
the third one goes to whoever
pointed at it, or to the active
player if no-one chose the correct card. When only three cards
are left in the grid you score one
point per card collected and bonus points for correlations with
task cards if you played one of
the versions using task cards.
Sherlock - detection no, searching yes - a nice mix of memo and
set collections, children will enjoy the competitive version! 

INFORMATION

dice to resolve cards. Then, in
the clear-up phase, after all players have resolved three dice, you
discard used cards, collect dice
and move Aliens off data pads.
If you reach the relic with one of
your aliens you spend one move
point and take it; in the same way
you can spend one move point to
take the relic from another alien.
An alien carrying the relic can use
any doorway. When you take over
the relic you earn a marker. If you
reach your UFO with the relic or
have collected three markers, you
win the game.
The designer himself calls the
game irritating, and this is not
far off the mark; you are irritated
because somebody turns the tile
just when you need it the way it
was and because your movement
points are not enough to take the
relic from the purple alien there
and to run away, grrrrr! SO unpack
your tactics and swap the maze
tile. Let’s hope that you acquired
the necessary card earlier on by
stepping on a data pad! 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

AGE:

1-5

5+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Arnaud Urbon
Artist: David Boniffacy
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Publisher: Ilopeli 2011
www.ilopeli.com

EVALUATION
Set collecting
For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Loose hologram cover
image included * Very nice
combination of memo and
set collecting * Cooperative
and competitive versions
Compares to:
Set collection game with a memo
mechanism
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Michel Baudoin
Artist: Michel Baudoin
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Wacky Works 2011
www.wackyworks.nl

EVALUATION
Placement game
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Interesting use of primary
and secondary colors *
Otherwise a move and irritation game with laughter
and lots of much-needed
tactics * Enchanting Alien markers
Compares to:
Pastiche and other games using
primary and secondary colors
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u SPINNENGIFT UND KRÖTENSCHLEIM / THE FORGOTTEN PLANET

SPINNENGIFT KRÖTENSCHLEIM
UND

WHAT SHOULD GO INTO THE CAULDRON?
A goblin has wrought havoc in
the witches’ kitchen and so good
memory for ingredients is necessary. Magic chips are placed on
the path spots and the ingredient tiles laid out face-down
around the board. The witches
start next to a one-holed chip.
One monster is placed facedown into the cauldron and
covered. At the start of the game

6

six ingredient tiles are turned up
for the time it takes to count to
10 and then turned back over
again. In your turn you can first
move your witch one or two
steps (over an empty spot) - if
there is no chip next to her or if
you do not want to the chip next
to her - and then you can try to
win the chip next to her. To win
it you must roll the die and un-

THE FORGOTTEN PLANET
ENERGY CRYSTALS FOR VICTORY POINTS
Players are space miners and
search The Forgotten Planet for
energy crystals with their robots;
the Merchant Guild pays for
them with victory points. Into a
scenario you place starting bases
and special mines; each player
starts with a robot + one marker
for each resource. In a turn you
resolve the phases Energy + Robot Check, Actions, Area of Con-

28

trol Check as well as Production
and End of Turn. Actions are paid
for with energy from your standard turn allocation and from
controlled tiles. Bases can always
take in energy, robots only in the
“on” mode, that is, within a zone
controlled by its player! Robot
actions are: Movement, Build
Base, Build Land Tile = Metal,
Build Mine, Build or Push Wall as
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cover the ingredient shown on
the die and do this as often as
the chip shows holes. If you uncover the goblin you must stop
and each other player receives
a witch medal; if you uncover a
wrong ingredient your turn ends.
If you manage to turn up all necessary ingredients correctly you
earn a witch medal and put the
magic chip into the cauldron when the monster jumps out
you also take the monster. The
tiles are turned over again and
- if necessary - a new monster
is placed in the cauldron. When
all seven monsters are created
or only two chips are left on the
board you win with the highest
total of witch medals and monsters.
You can always rely on Klaus Teuber! He turns a standard memo
game into a thrilling challenge
with a sophisticated surprise effect of creating a monster and
also a bit of tactic! I wand a chip
with few holes, because the
monster might hop out with the
next chip and I want to get the
ingredients right! 

INFORMATION

well as Self-Destruction. Base actions are Robot Production, Sale
of Resources, Concentrate Energy, Conserve Energy or Consume
Metal. You control a tile when it is
nearer to your base than to that
of any other player. Your own
robots on a mine tile under your
control produce one resource
each. When the last land tile is
placed or the scenario area is
filled you, win with the highest
total of victory points from controlled tiles, special mines, victory point markers and bonuses
from majorities in mines, robots
and bases. In self-made scenarios
you can assign bases randomly
in symmetrical scenarios or auction them in asymmetrically laidout scenarios.
The Forgotten Planet is an abstract, highly tactical game that
somehow grabs you despite the
rather functional Spartan components, the Sci-Fi topic is successfully transported; definitely
not a game for in-between but
highly alluring to thinkers and
planners. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 32 and 33

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

6+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Artist: Gabriela Silveira
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2012
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Memory and dice game
For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very attractive components
* Nice development of
standard memory mechanisms * Challenging and
fun due to the cauldron
Compares to:
Other memory games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

75+

Designer: Michele Quondam
Artist: Lateral Studio
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Giochix 2011
www.giochix.it

EVALUATION
Area control
With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Abstract mechanisms *
Minimalistic components
* Good combination of
area control and resources
management
Compares to:
Abstract games on area control and
resources management
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

PLAYED FOR YOU

THE ISLAND / THE NEW ERA t

THE ISLAND

SHARKS, WHALES AND TREASURES
The island is sinking and you
must save your adventurers
carrying treasures. The island is
randomly laid out from beach,
jungle and mountain tiles. You
have ten adventurers of values from one to six, which you
should memorize; because once
the adventurers are placed you
cannot check their values again
before the end of the game.

8

In your turn you can - if available - play a land tile for an event,
move ships and your adventurers for a total of three movement
points, remove a land tile and
then move a creature according to a die roll. Adventurers go
from land tile into a ship or from
land or ship into the water as
swimmers. A land tile you sink
must be adjacent to water, they

THE NEW ERA
THE HEGEMONY JOINS THE FRAY
In the card game 51st State, set
in the Neuroshima Universe, 30
years after the destruction of the
United States, the factions New
York, Appalachian Federation
as a Feudal Mining Union, Merchant’s Guild and Mutants Union
vie for domination in the new
51st state. In NEW ERA, a standalone expansion for 51st State, a
new player enters the ring, the

www.gamesjournal.at

Hegemony, a loose union of
criminals, gangs and thugs.
A round comprises the phases
Lookout, Production, Actions
Execution, Victory Points Count
and Cleanup. In the Lookout
Phase you receive new cards.
In the Production Phase you receive resources, workers, contact
markers, cards and victory points
from bases, acquired treaties, in-

are removed in the order beach
- jungle - mountain and either
yield events that are instantly
resolved or you can keep them
for further use. Events relate to
sea creatures and ships or cause
maelstroms or volcano eruption.
Sea creatures destroy ships and
swimmers; sharks eat swimmers
and whales capsize boats but
spare swimmers. If you have the
majority in a ship you control its
movements. A maelstrom destroys all pieces on the tile where
it occurs and on all tiles adjacent
to this new water spot. Adventurers who manage to reach one of
the islands in the corners of the
board are safe. When the volcano
erupts the game ends and you
win with most points from your
safe adventurers.
Since 1982 this game has been
re-published again and again,
the attractive mixture of chance
and tactics results in a nice family game; Shark, whale and sea
monsters introduce a bit of
mischief and you need a good
memory for value and position
of your adventurers. 

INFORMATION

corporated or build bases or trading of loot for resources. In the
Action Execution Phase players
in turn have one action until all
players have passed. Actions are:
Conquest for one-time acquisition of spoils; Cooperation for
smaller spoils, but continuously
in each round; Incorporating a
location to your own faction for
resources and additional actions;
rework a location, Leader action
(with 51st State), swap cards or
deploy workers. For some cards
there is a limit of three for use or
deployment. If you reach or top
a score of 33 points you end the
game and win. In combination
with 51st State the 51st State
rules apply when they are not
superseded by new rules in The
New Era.
New cards, new rules for details
and still most and foremost resources management and balance; even in post-apocalypse
the order of the day are profit,
aggression and some cooperation. Works well as a stand-alone
game and also in combination
with 51st State. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Julian Courtland-Smith
Artist: J.-B. Dugait, S. Gantiez
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Asmodee 2012
www.asmodee.de

EVALUATION
Placement game with dice
For families
Version: multi
Rules: de es fr nl, also en gr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
New revised edition of
Survive * International edition * Topic changed from
Atlantis to treasure island
Compares to:
Survive, Atlantis and other editions
of the game
Other editions:
Stronghold Games, USA, Kaissa
Games & Chess Greece, Asterion
Press, Italy

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Ignacy Trzewiczek
Artist: Piotr Cieslinski + Team
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Portal Publishing 11
www.portalpublishing.eu

EVALUATION
Resources management
With friends
Version: en
Rules: en pl
In-game text: some
Comments:
Game family of 51st State *
Can be played stand-alone
or combined with 51st
State * Stark topic * Good
components * Mechanisms
center on optimization
Compares to:
51st State, San Juan, Race for the
Galaxy
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u TIMS TÜFTEL-TEAM / TIPTOI

TIMS TÜFTEL-TEAM
DOMINO AND TECHNOLOGY!
The crazy gift-vending machine
is broken and must be repaired.
To achieve this you must - in two
different versions of the game connect machine parts using
domino pieces and then guess
if the last piece will drop onto the
target chip or not. If you guess
correctly you receive gifts.
The 15 machine parts chips are
laid out with one or two hands

5

width’s distance between them,
white side up; one of them is
turned over to its yellow side
for use as the start chip and the
white chip showing the same
image is the target chip. You roll
the die and place as many domino pieces, starting on the start
chip for the first player. You must
build around obstacles. Should
you run out of pieces, you take

TIPTOI

DAS VERSUNKENE LOGIK-LAND
Players have found the mysterious underwater city of the Logians, but to be allowed into the
city they must solve ten puzzles.
At the start each player chooses
his individual level of difficulty
for his tasks out of a choice of
four levels. In turn you place
your submarine on any square;
if an empty square hides a task
the tiptoi pen names the loca-

30

5

tion tile and its number and you
score victory points for finding
the task and again for solving the
task. The solutions are worked
out using animal cards and your
cockpit board. When the last task
is solved the game ends; you win
with most victory points or if you
solved the last task.
The various tasks or games are
prepared according to the in-
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them away from the starting
side and move the start chip up.
When the connection is complete, all players give a guess on
the outcome using their bet tiles.
Then the player who placed the
last domino piece rolls the coin
down the starting ramp. If you
guessed the outcome correctly
- the last piece has fallen on the
target chip or has missed it - you
receive a gift, as does the player
who rolled the coin. After six
rounds you win with most gifts.
In the expert version you play
with three special machine
parts; one of them is integrated
into the track in each round, you
must always put two domino
pieces in front and one in the
back of the special part.
Is this already physics or yet using building blocks? Never mind,
it is fun in any case and a real oh
oh experience, that a lightweight
ball can carry over the impulse
and what consequences a small
change of angle can have! Informative and good fun! 

INFORMATION

struction given by the tiptoi
pen and started by touching the
black steering rod on the cockpit board. In the respective tasks
you must find missing cards,
sort out cards that do not fit and
justify your choice, touch cards
to arrive at a pre-set sum, touch
buttons on the cockpit board according to cards you turned up,
find a certain correct card, turn
up cards and do mathematics
related to it, solve a code of two
to four digits, search for a certain
animal card, tune cards using the
cockpit board until all give off
the same sound or find out the
correct order of cards based on
clues given or found.
As all other games in the tiptoi
series Das Versunkene LogikLand, too, is an interesting challenge, in this case for your logical thinking and your abilities to
draw conclusions from information; that you can choose your individual level of difficulty makes
it a good choice for players of
different ages. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 32 and 33

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Gunter Baars
Artist: Michaela Rasch, Kinetic
Price: ca. 19 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2012
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Building game
For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Learning by playing at its
best! * Hands-down physics
demonstration * Trains
assessing of distances,
speed, interaction etc. *
Two versions
Compares to:
Domino Express and other setting-up
games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

5-9

TIME:

30+

Designer: Ulrich Blum
Artist: M. Jasionowski + Team
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2012
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Logic game
For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Attractive design and
components * Tiptoi pen
not included * Free data
file download * Four levels
of difficulty for individual
choice
Compares to:
Other tiptoi games and logic games
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

ZOOM / ZUM BLAUEN DRACHEN t

ZOOM

TWO-FOLD STRATEGY
New editions of games are always
nice, especially when such a new
edition gives a good game a wider distribution; therefore Zoom is
presented again in its Pegasus
edition.
A wooden board shows a grid,
featuring four entrances into the
grid of 32 spots - the 16 outer
spots are situated on a closed
line - this grid and 10 marbles per

player are used for two different
games:
In Zoom you start the game with
four of your marbles on the outer
spots and two marbles each on
the corners of the inner grid;
your goal is to place four marbles
in a square anywhere on the inner grid. You move one of the
marbles any number of spots
straight ahead and can move

ZUM BLAUEN DRACHEN
CELEBRATE DEEDS WELL DONE!
Another four heroes are celebrating their deeds in a tavern,
this time in the Blue Dragon, and
again those celebrations are not
free of danger - if you spend all
your money and drink more than
you can hold, you are thrown out
of the pub and the game - the
last one in play wins.
You embody Eve the Illusionist,
Fleck the Bard, Dimli the Dwarf

www.gamesjournal.at

or Gog the Halfoger and have
your own character card stack,
gold and a drinks deck, and
there are gold and drinks for the
tavern, too.
A turn comprises discarding and
drawing from your deck, playing
of an action card, buying drinks
and drinking. For discarding
and drawing you can discard as
many cards from your hand as

PLAYED FOR YOU

over any number of outer spots
before turning inwards. A marble
cannot return to an outer spot
from an inner one.
TriHop you start with eight marbles and an empty board. You
place a marble in turn on one
of the inner 16 spots; afterwards
you must make a TriHop in each
turn - you jump over three empty
spots and change direction once
or twice, your goal is to take all
marbles into the outer spots. By
“sandwiching” an opposing marble between two of your own you
can return this marble to an inner
spot. You can only move into an
opponent’s sandwich when you
thereby can “sandwich” one of his
marbles in his sandwich. If you are
first to put all your marbles into
outer spots you win, and you
lose if you cannot bring another
marble out. In a variant you count
the number of moves your opponent needs to take all his marbles
to the outer spots.
Elegant, classy, interesting mechanisms and simple rules - just
what an abstract game should
be! 

INFORMATION

you want and draw new ones
from the character deck. You can
play an action card, if you want.
If you play “Betting” you initiate
a round of betting. To buy drinks
you put your own top drinks
card on any other player’s stack.
At the end you must drink yourself by picking up the top card of
your drinks deck and resolving it.
If you do not have a card in your
own drinking cards stack you reduce your alcohol level by 1.
When your alcohol level is higher
than your alcohol tolerance you
are out of the game; your gold
is split between the tavern and
all other players, half goes to the
tavern, and half to all other players, evenly distributed. If you do
not have any gold, you are simply out!
Zum Blauen Drachen is a new
edition of Zum Roten Drachen,
and can be combined with Zum
Roten Drachen for a game of
eight players; it is funny, nicely
made, the cards are self-explaining and with the rather naughty
anytime-cards you can create
some havoc! 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

6+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Frank Stark
Artist: Christine Conrad
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2012
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Abstract placement game
With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition * Two different games * Abstract *
Simple rules * Beautiful
components
Compares to:
Other abstract placement games
Other editions:
Clemens Gerhards 2007

PLAYERS:

2-4/8

AGE:

12+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Bottone, Skadl, Bohm
Artist: Kennon James + Team
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2011
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Fantasy card game
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Stand-alone game * Can be
combined with Zum Roten
Drachen * Topic nicely
implemented with cute
mechanisms
Compares to:
Zum Roten Drachen und other
adventure games with cards
Other editions:
Zum Roten Drachen, Pegasus; The
Red Dragon Inn, Slugfest Games
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NEW ARRIVALS

u A QUICK GLIMPSE ON NEWCOMERS

AUTO GAME WORTSCHLANGEN
Publisher: University Games

CARCASSONNE MINI 5 MAGIER & HEXE

8

Auto Games offers a series of uniformly packed games, the
package is shaped like a car and offers fast, well-known
games for use at home or on the road. For the game Word
Chain you turn up the top card from the stack and name a
word corresponding to the category pictured on the card.
The next player must name a word starting with the letter
which was the last letter in the previous word. The last player
who can name a correct word receives the card and turns up
the next one. You can only use a word once per round. If you
have most cards at the end of the game you win. Variants are
listed in the rules. Version: multi * Rules: de fr nl * in-game text : yes
Word and association game for 1 or more players, ages 8+

GESPENSTER

Publisher: Ali Baba Spieleclub
Designer: Alan R. Moon

Publisher: Hans im Glück
Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede

CLAAS MEMORY

8

The mini expansion Magier & Hexe features 8 landscape tiles
with a witch’s hat symbol, a puzzle magician and an orange
witch as well as one card for the Kornkreise expansion. If
you place a tile with witch’s hat you must – before placing a
follower – either bring witch or magician into play or relocate
one of them to any segment of an unfinished road or city, both
must be in different buildings. When buildings with witch or
magician are scored the magician scores +1 for each tile in the
building, the witch halves, rounded up, the score for the building; this also happens in the final scoring.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The game comprises 60 cards in six colors; all cards are dealt
evenly to all players, you then pass three cards face-down to
their left neighbor. One card is led and all must play a card of the
same color or the same number; you win the trick with the highest card of the color led. When several grey 7 are played and no
higher grey card, the first gray 7 played wins the trick. When all
tricks have been played you add up the gray cards in your tricks.
If somebody tops 200 points the game ends and you win with
the lowest score. 20 Year Jubilee edition of Ali Baba Spieleclub.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Publisher: Amigo Spiele

6

Solo is a card shedding game based on Mau Mau. Color on
color or number on number or the same symbol as on the
top card of the discard pile let you discard a card from hand;
otherwise you must draw a card. If you hold a card that is
identical to the current top card on the discard pile you can
discard it immediately. Action cards result in choice of color,
pass a turn, change of direction or drawing cards. You start
with 8 cards, the last card but one must be announced with
„Solo”. If you forget this you draw a card. If you are rid of all
cards first, you win the round. Travel edition in a hard plastic
box. Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no
Card shedding game for 2-10 players, ages 6+

TIMMY DAS SCHÄFCHEN ALLE MEINE SCHÄFCHEN

WARHAMMER INVASION BLUTQUEST MORGENROT

3

Memo game for 2-8 players, ages 6+

TEMPELSCHATZ

Trick card game for 8 players, no age mentioned

Publisher: Ravensburger
Designer: Reiner Knizia

4

The well-known game mechanisms of memory applied to
agricultural machinery; 72 tiles = 36 pairs of images show
machines of the Claas company - 15x tractors, 6x forage
harvesters, 2 x telehandlers, 2x combines and 5x round/
square balers. The rules feature a list of type designations
with photos. You play according to standard memory rules: in
your turn you turn up two tiles; if you have found a matching
pair you keep it and turn up another two cards. If you turn up
tiles that do not match your turn ends and you put back both
tiles face down.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it nl * In-game text: no

Mini-Erweiterung zu Carcassonne für 2-5 Spieler ab 10 Jahren

SOLO REISE-EDITION

8

Publisher: Ravensburger

Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Designer: Eric W. Lang

Publisher: Haba
Designer: Irene Huber

5

In a temple ruin an expedition comes across some valuable
coins, but the dice oracle determines which coins can be
taken without risk. 21 coins show one each of six different
symbols on their front and back sides, the same 6 symbols
can be found on both dice. You roll both dice and must find
the coin showing the two symbols indicated by the dice. If
you turn over the right coin you can take it. You can also turn
over a coin in front of another player and take it if you are
correct. If you are first to collect four coins you win!
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no
Memo game with dice for 2-6 players, ages 5+

ZOZZLE DSCHUNGEL KIDS
Publisher: Zoch
Designer: Elena Fyrogeni

4

Players choose one of four animals, Timmy the Lamb, Max the
Pig, Olli the Owl or Kati the Kitten, and try to be the first to
have all cards turned face up so that the animals are looking
at him. All animal cards are laid out in a row, you only see
the animals from the back. You roll the die and turn over the
animal of this color – you must always flip it, even when it is
already face up. If you see all your animals face up, you make
the nose of your animal and have won.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

The Core Set holds four pre-constructed card decks for Empire
and Dwarves against Orks and Chaos. With Battle Pack cards
you can adapt Core Decks to your preferences and strategies.
The card types in the game are Unit, Tactics, Quest, Support
und Draft. Aim of the game is to set fire to two out of three
regions of the opposing capital. The Blutquest/Bloodquest
Zyklus is the 5th cycle of Battle Packs. Morgenrot/Rising
Dawn is the 1st pack in the cycle with cards 1-20. A new era of
legends is dawning, with dangerous quests and heroic deeds
- and then at the edge of the world a sword of unimaginable
power is discovered …. Version: de * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: yes

Puzzle with the help of your memory is the motto of the
Zozzle series. 45 tiles are laid out face down. In your move
you turn up two tiles. If they are different, your move ends. If
they both show the same part of the picture, you may take
one of the tiles and turn the other over again. If you have that
part already in your puzzle, you turn back both tiles. Then you
have another move and turn up two tiles. You win if you are
the first to complete your puzzle. Other images available are
Kapt’n Red Jake, Oskar+ Sinchen and Prinzessin Lila.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Battle Pack for Warhammer Invasion, for 2 players, ages 13+

Placement and memo game for 2-4 players, ages 4+
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Color codes for target groups (Headline Color)
For children + learn
With friends
For families
For experts

Color codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactic
Creativity
Memory

Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action
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HUGO KASTNER RECOMMENDS

THE NECKLACE OF THE FERTILITY GODDESS

If you light up the game set-up with our
observer’s lamp, we see an optically very
alluring layout, because at the start we
amber jewels are placed on spots on the
board marked yellow, and then you distribute rubies, emeralds, sapphires and amethysts randomly on the shafts and adits of
a widely branched-out mining compound.
All left-over jewels form a separate black
market where you can help yourself later
in the game. And now, it is your turn as one
of the Dwarf Masters, to mine jewels with
your wheelbarrow. To make up valuable
jewelry with them and finally complete
the Brisingamen (the necklace) for Freya,
must be your sole purpose in the game.

PLAYERS:

Designer: Don Bone
Artist: C. Eadie, B. Chies
Price: vergriffen
Year: 2005
Publisher: Sagacity Games

FREYA’S FOLLY
Dear Reader! An enchanting necklace, to
which Freya, the Nordic Goddess of Fertility
and Passion, owes her beauty, is the topic on
which this game from the pen of Australian
designer Don Bone is based on.
According to legends, Freya accorded her
favors to any dwarf provided he brought
her a part of this necklace. And to take up
the part of one of those dwarfs is your sole
responsibility in this game. And it must be
mentioned that this arrangement between
the Goddess and the Dwarves at long last
brought death and depravation to the realm.
Please, don’t be misled by those introductory
sentences, Freya’s Folly (Freya’s Torheit in German) is in no way a fantasy adventure on a
background of legends and fairy tales, but a
game with strong tactical elements which
more or less make it into a brain teaser.
And a very good one, at that, mind you!
(From: WIN 352, April 2006). Should you
have a taste for topics like Freya, Dwarves,
Brisingamen, Rubies, Emeralds, Camouflage
Potions and the likes, wend your way into the
Österreichisches Spielemuseum at Leopoldsdorf. Und don’t kid yourself that you will experience a typical Nordic Fairy Tale evening!
That would be an unforgiveable error ….
Website: www.spielen.at

FROM THE MUSEUM

The basic turn mechanisms offers a choice
of seven possible actions to all Dwarf masters, and you can choose to of them in the
daily workings of the mine shafts and adits: Make your way into the mine pathways,
hoard jewel cards, swap jewelry, trade on
the black market, deployment of abilities,
use of a thief card or deployment of free
markers for special actions. But never lose
sight of your primary goal: Manufacture
jewelry for Freya! And woe to the Dwarf
master who leaves jewelry projects unfinished. He loses valuable victory points and,
even more catastrophic, the favor of the
Goddess.
The respective actions of the dwarves, at
first glance, seem to be very simple and
easy, seemingly nearly without any challenge. But that is misleading, as you will
find out at the latest when suddenly four
or five dwarves impede one another, when
another player snatches the jewels which
you thought were save from under your
nose, when out of the blue and totally
unexpected the scoring is initiated by the
fourth completed Brisingamen card, when
an ability that you would urgently need is
just not available, or, even worse, has been
assigned to the wrong dwarf. No turn can
be done without thinking about it, because the deeper you dig the further the
dwarves must invade the shafts and adits.
The only remedy here is well-considered
and clever timing. Freya will not be satisfied with sheer force. But do not forget to
keep an eye on the other players and their
dwarves. As is often the case with tactical
elements in a game, the threat in „Freya‘s
Folly“ has more impact that the actual
implementation. Whoever will cope best
with all those challenges will earn the favor
of the Goddess. Are there better victories
than those of love and passion? 
Comments to: Hugo.Kastner@spielen.at
Homepage: www.hugo-kastner.at

3-5
AGE:

10+
TIME:

60+

    +    

Tactck
Info
Chance
“Freya’s Folly” may come over like a nice children’s game during the set up phase, but all
players will realize soon enough in their labor
for the favors of the goddess what strong interaction of mechanisms awaits them in the
depths of the mines. A little luck is definitely
involved, but without doubt your gaming skills
dominate the outcome. Despite all this, this
“dwarves” game is surely well suited for a family circle.
Hugos EXPERT TIP
A well-meant piece of advice: You should take
the first game as a kind of trial run. If takes a
bit of experience to let all mechanisms interact
at full capacity - and it is exactly this multitude
of actions which are the basis for my recommendation to play and buy, that is, if you are
available to acquire a second-game copy of
this game.
Hugos FLASHLIGHT
“Drive and Swing” - “Tension and Choice”:
Those two demands a good game must fulfill, as already requested decades ago by the
father of game reviews, Eugen Oker, are more
than complied from the first turn onwards with
in the hunt of the dwarves along mine shafts
and adits. Enter the hunt for the jewels with
the eternally characteristic “drive and swing” of
players’ hearts.
VORANKÜNDIGUNG:
JENSEITS VON THEMEN
Artifacts - Exhibitions - Congresses
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Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 5
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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